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Insert after District of Columbia v. Heller, p. 250:
In New York State Rifle & Pistol Association v. Bruen (2022), the Supreme Court
relied on Heller to strike down New York’s “may carry” statute, which governed
possession of firearms outside the home. The statute required anyone applying for a
concealed carry permit to prove that “proper cause exists”, and in particular to
“demonstrate a special need for self-protection distinguishable from that of the general
community.” The Bruen Court, per Justice Thomas, contrasted the New York statute to
those of 43 other states, which it described as “‘shall issue’ jurisdictions, where authorities
must issue concealed-carry licenses whenever applicants satisfy certain threshold
requirements, without granting licensing officials discretion to deny licenses based on a
perceived lack of need or suitability.”
Noting that “[n]othing in the Second Amendment’s text draws a home/public
distinction,” the Court had “little difficulty concluding” that the plain text of the Second
Amendment protects [the] carrying [of] handguns publicly for self-defense.” This meant
that “the burden falls on [the state] to show that New York’s proper-cause requirement is
consistent with this Nation’s historical tradition of firearm regulation.” The Court held
that the State had failed to meet this burden, and that the proper-cause requirement was
therefore unconstitutional.
The Court acknowledged that historically there were “well-defined restrictions
governing the intent for which one could carry arms, the manner of carry, or the
exceptional circumstances under which one could not carry arms.” But it concluded that,
“apart from a handful of late-19th-century jurisdictions, the historical record compiled by
respondents . . . does not demonstrate a tradition of broadly prohibiting the public carry
of commonly used firearms for self-defense” nor a “historical tradition limiting public
carry only to those law-abiding citizens who demonstrate a special need for self-defense.”
This meant that “respondents have failed to meet their burden.” See Supplement addition
to p.1181 for more on the Bruen decision’s historical methodology.
Justice Kavanaugh concurred, joined by Chief Justice Roberts, to emphasize that
“the Court’s decision does not prohibit States from imposing licensing requirements for
carrying a handgun for self-defense” and that it affected only six states with similar “may
issue” regimes. (The dissent pointed out that those six states accounted for more than a
quarter of the U.S. population.) Justice Alito also concurred, noting that the New York
law had failed to prevent a recent mass shooting in Buffalo. And Justice Barrett wrote a
brief concurrence noting that the Court’s decision did not settle various methodological
disputes internal to originalism, since they did not affect the outcome of the case.
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Justice Breyer’s dissent, which was joined by Justices Sotomayor and Kagan, began
with a detailed exploration of the evidence regarding the harms of gun violence. As he saw
it, “the Court wrongly limits its analysis to focus nearly exclusively on history. It refuses
to consider the government interests that justify a challenged gun regulation, regardless
of how compelling those interests may be. The Constitution contains no such limitation,
and neither do our precedents.” Emphasizing that the New York licensing regime at issue
had been enacted in 1913, Breyer also criticized the historical basis for the court’s
conclusion: “Only by ignoring an abundance of historical evidence supporting regulations
restricting the public carriage of firearms can the Court conclude that New York’s law is
not “consistent with the Nation’s historical tradition of firearm regulation.” He
emphasized that Heller had itself rested on flawed premises:
Citing Blackstone, the [Heller] majority claimed that the English Bill
of Rights protected a “‘right of having and using arms for self-preservation
and defence.’” The majority interpreted that language to mean a private
right to bear arms for self-defense, “having nothing whatever to do with
service in a militia.” Two years later, however, 21 English and early
American historians told us that the Heller Court had gotten the history
wrong: The English Bill of Rights “did not . . . protect an individual’s right
to possess, own, or use arms for private purposes such as to defend a home
against burglars.” Brief for English/Early American Historians as Amici
Curiae in McDonald v. Chicago. Rather, these amici historians explained,
the English right to “have arms” ensured that the Crown could not deny
Parliament (which represented the people) the power to arm the landed
gentry and raise a militia—or the right of the people to possess arms to take
part in that militia—“should the sovereign usurp the laws, liberties, estates,
and Protestant religion of the nation.” . . .
[L]inguistics experts [also] now tell us that the majority was wrong
to [reject an argument that the Founders’ use of “bear arms”
overwhelmingly referred to military service.] Since Heller was decided,
experts have searched over 120,000 founding-era texts from between 1760
and 1799, as well as 40,000 texts from sources dating as far back as 1475,
for historical uses of the phrase “bear arms,” and they concluded that the
phrase was overwhelmingly used to refer to “‘war, soldiering, or other forms
of armed action by a group rather than an individual.’” Brief for Linguistics
Professors; see also D. Baron, Corpus Evidence Illuminates the Meaning of
Bear Arms, Hastings Const. L. Q. (2019) (reporting 900 instances in which
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“bear arms” was used to refer to military or collective use of firearms and
only 7 instances that were either ambiguous or without a military
connotation).
“I do not cite these arguments in order to relitigate Heller,” Justice Breyer noted. “I wish
only to illustrate the difficulties that may befall lawyers and judges when they attempt to
rely solely on history to interpret the Constitution.” Further excerpts from his discussion
of the Court’s historical methodology are presented below, in the Supplement addition to
p. 1181.
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Insert the following Questions on p. 556, following Question (2) on NFIB’s
Commerce Clause discussion:
(3)

Would the following requirements be constitutional under NFIB’s
interpretation of the Commerce Clause, if enacted as congressional
legislation?
(a) “All employers with at least 100 employees must require workers
to obtain a Covid test each week at their own expense, and to wear
a mask at work. This requirement does not apply to any employee
who has received a Covid-19 vaccine.” Cf. National Federation of
Independent Businesses v. Department of Labor (2022) (holding
that the Occupational Safety and Health Administration did not
have power to impose such a rule under its organic statute).
(b) “No landlord may evict any tenant who lives in a county that is
experiencing high levels of Covid-19 transmission and who makes
a sufficient declaration of financial need.” Cf. Alabama
Association of Realtors v. Department of Health & Human
Services (2021) (holding that the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention did not have power to impose such a rule under its
organic statute).
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Insert the following Question on p. 585, immediately prior to the “f.
Severability” header:
Question. Imagine the following requirement were enacted by Congress pursuant
to its spending power: “Any medical facility that receives federal funding must
ensure that its staff is vaccinated against Covid-19.” Would this requirement be
constitutional? Cf. Biden v. Missouri (2022) (holding that the Department of
Health and Human Services did have power to impose such a rule for facilities
participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs under its organic statute).
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Replace the two paragraphs on sovereign immunity, pp. 633-634, with the
following:
To fully appreciate the stakes of the judicial battles over the scope of the § 5 power,
it is important to have a basic understanding of state sovereign immunity. The Eleventh
Amendment expressly prohibits some suits against states in federal court. The Supreme
Court has interpreted the Amendment to reflect a much broader concept of sovereign
immunity already implicit in the Constitution that goes well beyond the text of the
amendment itself. Alden v. Maine (1999) (applying sovereign immunity principle to a
claim under federal law brought in state-court lawsuit). State sovereign immunity does
not prohibit suits against individual state officers, Ex parte Young (1908), though in some
circumstances such “officer suits” are limited by other legal barriers like qualified
immunity, Harlow v. Fitzgerald (1982) (presented supra at pp. 913-916). But where
Eleventh Amendment immunity applies, Congress cannot authorize a cause of action
against the states unless it is acting pursuant to constitutional authority that conveys the
power to eliminate—or “abrogate”—that immunity.
Not all enumerated congressional authorities have been interpreted to convey this
ancillary power of abrogation. On one hand, the Court has held that Congress may not
abrogate state sovereign immunity if it is acting under the Commerce Clause. Seminole
Tribe of Florida v. Florida (1996). On the other hand, Congress may abrogate sovereign
immunity if it is acting under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, which “sanctioned
intrusions by Congress . . . into the . . . spheres of autonomy previously reserved to the
States. . . .” Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer (1976). That means that a federal civil rights statute’s
validity under the Commerce Clause is not independently sufficient to support a private
right of action if the alleged violator is a state. Rather, insofar as the statute is said to
authorize judicial action against the states, courts must determine whether it can be
justified as an exercise of § 5 authority. For two important cases further exploring the
scope of that authority, see Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents (2000) and Nevada
Department of Human Resources v. Hibbs (2003), both of which are in the online
supplement.
Current doctrine on state sovereign immunity, in short, has become complex to the
point of arcanity. For the latest authoritative summary of the relevant caselaw, see Torres
v. Texas Department of Public Safety (2022) (holding that Congress can abrogate state
sovereign immunity under its power to “raise and support Armies” and “provide and
maintain a Navy”):
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The Constitution forged a Union, but it also protected the sovereign
prerogatives of States within our government. Generally speaking, “the
States entered the federal system with their sovereignty,” including their
sovereign immunity, “intact.” Blatchford v. Native Village of Noatak
(1991). Basic tenets of sovereign immunity teach that courts may not
ordinarily hear a suit brought by any person against a nonconsenting State.
See ibid.
But States still remain subject to suit in certain circumstances. States
may, of course, consent to suit. Sossamon v. Texas (2011). Congress may
also enact laws abrogating their immunity under the Fourteenth
Amendment. Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer (1976). And, as relevant here, States may
be sued if they agreed their sovereignty would yield as part of the “plan of
the [Philadelphia drafting] Convention,” PennEast Pipeline Co. v. New
Jersey (2021)—that is, if “the structure of the original Constitution itself”
reflects a waiver of States’ sovereign immunity. . . .
Alexander Hamilton described three circumstances where the “plan
of the Convention” implied that the States waived their sovereign immunity:
“where the Constitution in express terms granted an exclusive authority to
the Union; where it granted in one instance an authority to the Union and
in another prohibited the States from exercising the like authority; and
where it granted an authority to the Union, to which a similar authority in
the States would be absolutely and totally contradictory and repugnant.”
Federalist 32 (A. Hamilton).
Consistent with these principles, this Court has found structural
waiver as to suits between States, in South Dakota v. North Carolina
(1904), and suits by the United States against a State, in United States v.
Texas (1892). The States, we said, must have recognized that these waivers
of immunity from suit were “a necessary feature of the formation of a more
perfect Union” and thus “inherent in the constitutional plan.” The
alternative to consenting to litigation between sovereigns, after all, could be
civil war.
A century later, in Central Va. Community College v. Katz (2006),
the Court recognized another structural waiver. We held that States could
not assert sovereign immunity to block suits by private parties pursuant to
federal bankruptcy laws. There, too, we based our holding on the
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constitutional structure. We noted the text’s insistence on “uniform Laws
on the subject of Bankruptcies,” U. S. Const., Art. I, § 8, cl. 4, the Framers’
concerns about States’ passing patchwork legislation and refusing to
discharge the debts of noncitizens (as had happened under the Articles of
Confederation), and the history of habeas laws related to bankruptcy. . . .
For several years, both before and after Katz, the Court declined to
acknowledge additional waivers of sovereign immunity under Congress’
Article I powers or to find Article I authority to abrogate immunity. See, e.g.,
Seminole Tribe of Fla. v. Florida (1996) [(no power to abrogate under the
Indian Commerce Clause)]; Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Ed. Expense
Bd. v. College Savings Bank (1999) [(no power to abrogate under the Patent
Clause)]. Two Terms ago, we even described Katz’s analysis as “good for one
clause only,” suggesting we would not find further waivers under Article I.
Allen v. Cooper (2020).
Last Term, in PennEast, we considered whether Congress could,
pursuant to its eminent domain power, authorize private parties to sue
States to enforce federally approved condemnations necessary to build
interstate pipelines. We held that “when the States entered the federal
system, they renounced their right to the ‘highest dominion in the[ir]
lands,’” meaning they agreed their “eminent domain power would yield to
that of the Federal Government.” Congress could therefore authorize
private actions against States.
PennEast defined the test for structural waiver as whether the federal
power at issue is “complete in itself, and the States consented to the exercise
of that power—in its entirety—in the plan of the Convention.” Where that is
so, the States implicitly agreed that their sovereignty “would yield to that of
the Federal Government ‘so far as is necessary to the enjoyment of the
powers conferred upon it by the Constitution.’” By committing not to
“thwart” or frustrate federal policy, the States accepted upon ratification
that their “consent,” including to suit, could “never be a condition precedent
to” Congress’ chosen exercise of its authority. The States simply “have no
immunity left to waive or abrogate.”
Applying the PennEast test, the Torres Court then concluded that “Congress’
power to build and maintain the Armed Forces fits PennEast’s test. The Constitution’s
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text, its history, and this Court’s precedents show that ‘when the States entered the federal
system, they renounced their right’ to interfere with national policy in this area.”
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Insert on p. 747, after the FOR DISCUSSION box:
The Supreme Court explored an alternative statutory ground—expressly reflecting
separation-of-powers principles—for limiting the scope of delegations in West Virginia v.
Environmental Protection Agency (2022). Section 111 of the Clean Air Act authorizes the
Agency to prescribe standards of performance for power plants that implement “the best
system of emission reduction which (taking into account the cost of achieving such
reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental impact and energy
requirements) the [Agency] determines has been adequately demonstrated.” Under the
Obama Administration, the EPA adopted a Clean Power Plan that would have effectively
required a wholesale shift in electricity production from coal to natural gas and
renewables. The Supreme Court stayed implementation of the Plan in 2016, and the
Trump Administration repealed it. Challenges to that repeal ultimately reached the
Supreme Court. In a 6-3 decision, with Chief Justice Roberts writing for the majority, the
Court held that the Plan exceeded the statutory power of the EPA.
The Court based its decision on what has come to be known as “the major questions
doctrine.” As explained by the Chief Justice, in “‘extraordinary cases’ . . . the ‘history and
the breadth of the authority that [the agency] has asserted,’ and the ‘economic and
political significance’ of that assertion, provide a ‘reason to hesitate before concluding that
Congress’ meant to confer such authority,” requiring that the agency “point to ‘clear
congressional authorization’ for the authority it claims.” The Court made clear that its
decision was based on “both separation of powers principles and a practical
understanding of legislative intent.”
Justice Gorsuch, joined by Justice Alito, concurred, arguing that the “major
questions” doctrine had constitutional underpinnings. The doctrine was, he said, meant
“to ensure that the government does ‘not inadvertently cross constitutional lines.’ . . . At
stake is not just a question of retroactive liability or sovereign immunity, but basic
questions about self-government, equality, fair notice, federalism, and the separation of
powers.”
In dissent, Justice Kagan, joined by Justices Breyer and Sotomayor, emphasized
that “Congress has always delegated[—]including on important policy issues.” She
believed that an “anti-administrative-state stance,” which “suffuse[d] the concurrence,”
motivated the majority to disregard authority that Congress had given the Agency: “The
current Court is textualist only when being so suits it. When that method would frustrate
broader goals, special canons like the ‘major questions doctrine’ magically appear as getout-of-text-free cards.”
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Insert after discussion of tiers of scrutiny, p. 1181 (following the Rehnquist
excerpt from Sugarman v. Dougall):
In recent years, the “tiers of scrutiny” framework has come under increasingly
close scrutiny from skeptics on the Supreme Court. In New York State Rifle & Pistol
Association v. Bruen (2022), supra Supplement addition to p. 250, the Court responded
to a Second Amendment challenge to a New York State licensing law by dropping the tiers
of scrutiny entirely. En route to finding the state statute unconstitutional, Justice
Thomas’s opinion for the majority offered the following methodological observations:
Since Heller and McDonald, the two-step test that Courts of Appeals
have developed to assess Second Amendment claims proceeds as follows. At
the first step, the government may justify its regulation by “establish[ing]
that the challenged law regulates activity falling outside the scope of the
right as originally understood.” But if the historical evidence at this step is
“inconclusive or suggests that the regulated activity is not categorically
unprotected,” the courts generally proceed to step two. At the second step,
courts often analyze “how close the law comes to the core of the Second
Amendment right and the severity of the law’s burden on that right.” If a
“core” Second Amendment right is burdened, courts apply “strict scrutiny”
.... Otherwise, they apply intermediate scrutiny ....
Despite the popularity of this two-step approach, it is one step too
many. Step one of the predominant framework is broadly consistent with
Heller, which demands a test rooted in the Second Amendment’s text, as
informed by history. But Heller and McDonald do not support applying
means-end scrutiny in the Second Amendment context. Instead, the
government must affirmatively prove that its firearms regulation is part of
the historical tradition that delimits the outer bounds of the right to keep
and bear arms….
Heller and McDonald expressly rejected the application of any
“judge-empowering ‘interest-balancing inquiry’ that ‘asks whether the
statute burdens a protected interest in a way or to an extent that is out of
proportion to the statute’s salutary effects upon other important
governmental interests.’” We declined to engage in means-end scrutiny
because “[t]he very enumeration of the right takes out of the hands of
government—even the Third Branch of Government—the power to decide
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on a case-by-case basis whether the right is really worth insisting upon.”
Heller….
When the Second Amendment’s plain text covers an individual’s
conduct, the Constitution presumptively protects that conduct. The
government must then justify its regulation by demonstrating that it is
consistent with the Nation’s historical tradition of firearm regulation. Only
then may a court conclude that the individual’s conduct falls outside the
Second Amendment’s “unqualified command.”
The Court acknowledged that this inquiry would often be difficult, but argued that
it was better than the alternative:
To be sure, “[h]istorical analysis can be difficult . . . .” But reliance on
history to inform the meaning of constitutional text—especially text meant
to codify a pre-existing right—is, in our view, more legitimate, and more
administrable, than asking judges to “make difficult empirical judgments”
about “the costs and benefits of firearms restrictions,” especially given their
“lack [of] expertise” in the field. McDonald (plurality opinion).
The dissent claims that … judges are relatively ill equipped to
“resolv[e] difficult historical questions” or engage in “searching historical
surveys.” We are unpersuaded. The job of judges is not to resolve historical
questions in the abstract; it is to resolve legal questions presented in
particular cases or controversies. That “legal inquiry is a refined subset” of
a broader “historical inquiry,” and it relies on “various evidentiary
principles and default rules” to resolve uncertainties. W. Baude & S. Sachs,
Originalism and the Law of the Past, 37 L. & Hist. Rev. 80 (2019). For
example, “[i]n our adversarial system of adjudication, we follow the
principle of party presentation.” United States v. Sineneng-Smith (2020).
Courts are thus entitled to decide a case based on the historical record
compiled by the parties.
The Court then offered some guidelines about the process by which its version of
historical inquiry was expected to proceed:
In some cases, [the] inquiry will be fairly straightforward. For
instance, when a challenged regulation addresses a general societal problem
that has persisted since the 18th century, the lack of a distinctly similar
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historical regulation addressing that problem is relevant evidence that the
challenged regulation is inconsistent with the Second Amendment.
Likewise, if earlier generations addressed the societal problem, but did so
through materially different means, that also could be evidence that a
modern regulation is unconstitutional. And if some jurisdictions actually
attempted to enact analogous regulations during this timeframe, but those
proposals were rejected on constitutional grounds, that rejection surely
would provide some probative evidence of unconstitutionality.
Heller itself exemplifies this kind of straightforward historical
inquiry. One of the District’s regulations challenged in Heller “totally
ban[ned] handgun possession in the home.” The District in Heller
addressed a perceived societal problem—firearm violence in densely
populated communities—and it employed a regulation—a flat ban on the
possession of handguns in the home—that the Founders themselves could
have adopted to confront that problem. Accordingly, after considering
“founding-era historical precedent,” including “various restrictive laws in
the colonial period,” and finding that none was analogous to the District’s
ban, Heller concluded that the handgun ban was unconstitutional.
[O]ther cases implicating unprecedented societal concerns or
dramatic technological changes may require a more nuanced approach. The
regulatory challenges posed by firearms today are not always the same as
those that preoccupied the Founders in 1791 or the Reconstruction
generation in 1868. . . . Although its meaning is fixed according to the
understandings of those who ratified it, the Constitution can, and must,
apply to circumstances beyond those the Founders specifically anticipated.
See, e.g., United States v. Jones ([holding unconstitutional the use by law
enforcement of a tracking device]). . . . Thus, even though the Second
Amendment’s definition of “arms” is fixed according to its historical
understanding, that general definition covers modern instruments that
facilitate armed self-defense. Cf. Caetano v. Massachusetts (2016) (stun
guns).
[C]onsideration of modern regulations that were unimaginable at
the founding . . . will often involve reasoning by analogy—a commonplace
task for any lawyer or judge. . . . [D]etermining whether a historical
regulation is a proper analogue for a distinctly modern firearm regulation
requires a determination of whether the two regulations are “relevantly
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similar.” C. Sunstein, On Analogical Reasoning, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 741
(1993). . . . For instance, a green truck and a green hat are relevantly similar
if one’s metric is “things that are green.” They are not relevantly similar if
the applicable metric is “things you can wear.” . . .
As we stated in Heller and repeated in McDonald, “individual selfdefense is ‘the central component’ of the Second Amendment right.”
Therefore, whether modern and historical regulations impose a comparable
burden on the right of armed self-defense and whether that burden is
comparably justified are “‘central’” considerations when engaging in an
analogical inquiry. . . .
To be clear, analogical reasoning under the Second Amendment is
neither a regulatory straightjacket nor a regulatory blank check. On the one
hand, courts should not “uphold every modern law that remotely resembles
a historical analogue,” because doing so “risk[s] endorsing outliers that our
ancestors would never have accepted.” On the other hand, analogical
reasoning requires only that the government identify a well-established and
representative historical analogue, not a historical twin. So even if a
modern-day regulation is not a dead ringer for historical precursors, it still
may be analogous enough to pass constitutional muster.
The Court closed its methodological section with a discussion of “sensitive places”
for which historical regulations might offer persuasive analogies warranting restrictions:
Although the historical record yields relatively few 18th- and 19thcentury “sensitive places” where weapons were altogether prohibited—e.g.,
legislative assemblies, polling places, and courthouses—we are also aware
of no disputes regarding the lawfulness of such prohibitions. We therefore
can assume it settled that these locations were “sensitive places” where arms
carrying could be prohibited consistent with the Second Amendment. And
courts can use analogies to those historical regulations of “sensitive places”
to determine that modern regulations prohibiting the carry of firearms in
new and analogous sensitive places are constitutionally permissible. . . .
[We] think respondents err in their attempt to characterize New
York’s proper-cause requirement as a “sensitive-place” law. . . . [E]xpanding
the category of “sensitive places” simply to all places of public congregation
that are not isolated from law enforcement defines the category of “sensitive
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places” far too broadly. Respondents’ argument would in effect exempt
cities from the Second Amendment and would eviscerate the general right
to publicly carry arms for self-defense that we discuss in detail below. Put
simply, there is no historical basis for New York to effectively declare the
island of Manhattan a “sensitive place” simply because it is crowded and
protected generally by the New York City Police Department.
Justice Breyer dissented in Bruen, writing an opinion that was joined by Justices
Sotomayor and Kagan. He took sharp issue with the methodology adopted by Thomas’s
majority opinion.
[T]he Court today is wrong when it says that its rejection of meansend scrutiny and near-exclusive focus on history “accords with how we
protect other constitutional rights.” As the Court points out, we do look to
history in the First Amendment context to determine “whether the
expressive conduct falls outside of the category of protected speech.” But, if
conduct falls within a category of protected speech, we then use means-end
scrutiny to determine whether a challenged regulation unconstitutionally
burdens that speech. And the degree of scrutiny we apply often depends on
the type of speech burdened and the severity of the burden. See, e.g.,
Arizona Free Enterprise Club’s Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett (2011)
(applying strict scrutiny to laws that burden political speech); Ward v. Rock
Against Racism (1989) (applying intermediate scrutiny to time, place, and
manner restrictions); Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Serv.
Comm’n of N. Y. (1980) (applying intermediate scrutiny to laws that burden
commercial speech).
Additionally, beyond the right to freedom of speech, we regularly use
means-end scrutiny in cases involving other constitutional provisions.
[Justice Breyer here discusses the Court’s precedent under the Free
Exercise and Equal Protection Clauses, as well as the Fourth Amendment.]
The upshot is that applying means-end scrutiny to laws that regulate the
Second Amendment right to bear arms would not create a constitutional
anomaly. Rather, it is the Court’s rejection of means-end scrutiny and
adoption of a rigid history-only approach that is anomalous. . . .
Breyer then argued that the majority’s exclusively historical approach created a
number of serious problems. First,
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[t]he Court’s near-exclusive reliance on history is not only unnecessary, it is
deeply impractical. It imposes a task on the lower courts that judges cannot
easily accomplish. Judges understand well how to weigh a law’s objectives
(its “ends”) against the methods used to achieve those objectives (its
“means”). Judges are far less accustomed to resolving difficult historical
questions. Courts are, after all, staffed by lawyers, not historians. Legal
experts typically have little experience answering contested historical
questions or applying those answers to resolve contemporary problems. . . .
After the passage contending that Heller was marred by pervasive historiographical errors
(which is presented above in the Supplement addition to p. 250), and after citing a lengthy
list of scholarship criticizing Heller’s historical conclusions, Breyer concluded that the
“Court’s past experience with historical analysis should serve as a warning against relying
exclusively, or nearly exclusively, on this mode of analysis in the future.”
The second problem with the majority’s approach, Breyer argued, was its blithe
embrace of analogical reasoning.
. . . Other than noting that its history-only analysis is “neither a . . .
straightjacket nor a . . . blank check,” the Court offers little explanation of
how stringently its test should be applied. Ironically, the only two
“relevan[t]” metrics that the Court does identify are “how and why” a gun
control regulation “burden[s the] right to armed self-defense.” In other
words, the Court believes that the most relevant metrics of comparison are
a regulation’s means (how) and ends (why)—even as it rejects the utility of
means-end scrutiny.
What the Court offers instead is a laundry list of reasons to discount
seemingly relevant historical evidence. The Court believes that some
historical laws and decisions cannot justify upholding modern regulations
because, it says, they were outliers. It explains that just two court decisions
or three colonial laws are not enough to satisfy its test. But the Court does
not say how many cases or laws would suffice “to show a tradition of publiccarry regulation.” Other laws are irrelevant, the Court claims, because they
are too dissimilar from New York’s concealed-carry licensing regime. But
the Court does not say what “representative historical analogue,” short of a
“twin” or a “dead ringer,” would suffice. Indeed, the Court offers many and
varied reasons to reject potential representative analogues, but very few
reasons to accept them. At best, the numerous justifications that the Court
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finds for rejecting historical evidence give judges ample tools to pick their
friends out of history’s crowd. At worst, they create a one-way ratchet that
will disqualify virtually any “representative historical analogue” and make
it nearly impossible to sustain common-sense regulations necessary to our
Nation’s safety and security.
This challenge, Breyer predicted, would make history “an especially inadequate
tool when it comes to modern cases presenting modern problems.”
Consider the Court’s apparent preference for founding-era
regulation. Our country confronted profoundly different problems during
that time period than it does today. Society at the founding was
“predominantly rural.” In 1790, most of America’s relatively small
population of just four million people lived on farms or in small towns. Even
New York City, the largest American city then, as it is now, had a population
of just 33,000 people. Small founding-era towns are unlikely to have faced
the same degrees and types of risks from gun violence as major
metropolitan areas do today, so the types of regulations they adopted are
unlikely to address modern needs. . . .
This problem is all the more acute when it comes to “modern-day
circumstances that [the Framers] could not have anticipated.” How can we
expect laws and cases that are over a century old to dictate the legality of
regulations targeting “ghost guns” constructed with the aid of a threedimensional printer? Or modern laws requiring all gun shops to offer smart
guns, which can only be fired by authorized users? Or laws imposing
additional criminal penalties for the use of bullets capable of piercing body
armor? . . .
Even seemingly straightforward historical restrictions on firearm use
may prove surprisingly difficult to apply to modern circumstances. The
Court affirms Heller’s recognition that States may forbid public carriage in
“sensitive places.” But what, in 21st-century New York City, may properly
be considered a sensitive place? [W]here does [the Court’s discussion of
“analogical reasoning”] leave the many locations in a modern city with no
obvious 18th- or 19th-century analogue? What about subways, nightclubs,
movie theaters, and sports stadiums? The Court does not say. . . .
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Laws addressing repeating crossbows, launcegays, dirks, dagges,
skeines, stilladers, and other ancient weapons will be of little help to courts
confronting modern problems. And as technological progress pushes our
society ever further beyond the bounds of the Framers’ imaginations,
attempts at “analogical reasoning” will become increasingly tortured. In
short, a standard that relies solely on history is unjustifiable and
unworkable.
Questions
1. Who do you think has the better of the debate about methodology in Bruen:
a. . . . as a matter of consistency with doctrine in other areas?
b. . . . as a matter of reining in the possibility of judicial policymaking,
whether intentional or otherwise?
c. . . . as a matter of judicial competence?
d. . . . as a matter of seeking the least-worst approach to judicial
interpretation?
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Insert after McDonald v. Chicago, p. 133o:

Notes and Questions.
1. “Jot for jot” - Justice Stevens’s dissent argues that the states and the federal
government should at least sometimes be governed by different constitutional
standards for the rights that are incorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment. As
the McDonald majority notes, the Court’s own precedent has long since rejected
this “two-tier” approach to incorporation in favor of what is usually known as the
“jot for jot” approach, under which the right is interpreted identically for both state
and federal action.
A decade later, the Court offered the following succinct summary of the situation
in striking down a New York State gun control law in New York State Rifle & Pistol
Association v. Bruen (2022):
Strictly speaking, New York is bound to respect the right to keep and
bear arms because of the Fourteenth Amendment, not the Second.
See, e.g., Barron v. Mayor of Baltimore (1833) (Bill of Rights applies
only to the Federal Government) [p. 61 of the casebook].
Nonetheless, we have made clear that individual rights enumerated
in the Bill of Rights and made applicable against the States through
the Fourteenth Amendment have the same scope as against the
Federal Government. And we have generally assumed that the scope
of the protection applicable to the Federal Government and States is
pegged to the public understanding of the right when the Bill of
Rights was adopted in 1791.
2. 1789 vs 1868 - The Bruen Court went on to note that a related methodological issue
remained unsettled:
We also acknowledge that there is an ongoing scholarly debate on
whether courts should primarily rely on the prevailing
understanding of an individual right when the Fourteenth
Amendment was ratified in 1868 when defining its scope (as well as
the scope of the right against the Federal Government). See, e.g., A.
Amar, The Bill of Rights: Creation and Reconstruction (1998); K.
Lash, Re-Speaking the Bill of Rights: A New Doctrine of
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Incorporation (2021) (manuscript) (“When the people adopted the
Fourteenth Amendment into existence, they readopted the original
Bill of Rights, and did so in a manner that invested those original
1791 texts with new 1868 meanings”). We need not address this issue
today because, as we explain below, the public understanding of the
right to keep and bear arms in both 1791 and 1868 was, for all
relevant purposes, the same with respect to public carry.
For originalists, which understanding of the right to keep and bear arms should matter
most: the one dominant in 1868 or the one dominant in 1789? Does your answer change
depending on which government is regulating? Should it? If it does, how that consistent
with the “jot for jot” view?
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Replace Chapter VI, Section B.4.c, pp. 1407-60 with the following:
c. SDP—Abortion
In many ways, the issue of abortion has dominated American constitutional law
for the last half century. When people talk about rights of privacy, they are talking about
abortion. When they talk about judicial activism, they are talking (at least in large part)
about abortion. When they talk about respect for precedent, they are talking about
abortion. Even when abortion hasn’t been the formal focus of Supreme Court
nominations and confirmations, it has been heard loudly from just offstage. And so the
issue has played a crucial role in presidential elections as well. If the justices who formed
the majority in Roe v. Wade (1973) and Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992) thought they
were resolving a great national issue, they proved to be very wrong; the issue never
quieted down, and few if any issues arouse such intense passion on both sides of the
debate. In 2022, the Court overruled Roe and Casey in a case called Dobbs v. Jackson
Women’s Health Organization. And so, for now at least, the main battle will move away
from the constitutional arena and be concentrated in the political realm—but further
constitutional issues are likely to arise even in the near term.
Before Roe
Under the common law, abortion was a crime if performed after “quickening”—
the first recognizable movement of the fetus in the uterus, which usually occurs between
the 16th and 18th weeks of pregnancy; some authorities condemned it even if performed
before quickening, but it does not appear to have been an indictable offense. In 1803, Lord
Ellenborough’s Act in England made abortion of a quick fetus a capital crime and
provided lesser penalties for abortion before quickening. In the United States, the middle
years of the 19th century saw most states make abortion a crime whenever performed,
unless necessary to preserve the life of the mother. Over time, penalties were generally
increased, with distinctions based on quickening gradually disappearing. In 1868, when
the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted, abortion limitations were in effect in 36 states
and territories—including Texas, where Roe originated and which had not substantially
changed its law since 1857—and there was apparently no question concerning their
validity.
As late as 1967, the American Medical Association (AMA) passed a resolution
opposing abortion except in very restrictive circumstances. But by then a liberalizing
trend had begun. By the time the Supreme Court decided Roe v. Wade in 1973, fourteen
states had adopted some form of a model ALI statute, which prohibited abortion unless a
licensed physician concluded that there was a “substantial risk that continuance of the
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pregnancy would gravely impair the physical or mental health of the mother or that the
child would be born with grave physical or mental defect, or that the pregnancy resulted
from rape, incest, or other felonious intercourse.” And a few states more generally
decriminalized abortions performed early in pregnancy. Perhaps the most notable statute
was New York’s, enacted by a Republican legislature and signed by a Republican
governor, which permitted physician-performed abortions within the first 24 weeks of
pregnancy as well as to preserve the life of the mother. By the time the Supreme Court
decided Roe, several lower courts, including the district court in Roe itself, had held some
of the restrictive statutes unconstitutional.
Roe v. Wade
Roe concerned a Texas statute that was typical of abortion restrictions then in
force: it prohibited abortion unless performed, on medical advice, “for the purpose of
saving the life of the mother.” But the effect of the decision, which held 7-2 that the
Constitution’s Due Process Clauses significantly limits the ability of governments to
prohibit abortion, was to render the law of every state invalid at least in part. Five
members of the majority, including Justice Blackmun, author of the Court’s opinion, had
been appointed by Republican presidents; one dissenter (Justice Rehnquist) was a
Republican appointee, and one (Justice White) was a Democratic appointee.
Justice Blackmun conducted an extensive history of the regulation of abortion,
going back to the ancient Persians, Greeks, and Romans. His aim was to show that the
“restrictive criminal abortion laws” then in effect in most states were “of relatively recent
vintage.” He also examined at length the evolving positions of the AMA, the American
Public Health Association, and the American Bar Association, each of which had very
recently—in the 1970s—taken positions in favor of making abortion services available, at
least early in pregnancy.
The Court perceived two significant interests that could, depending on the
circumstances, justify restrictions on the availability of abortion. One was the health risks
of the procedure. Justice Blackmun noted that modern medical techniques had made
early-term abortions “relatively safe,” with mortality rates for women*—as low as or lower
than those for “normal childbirth”—at least where the procedure was legal. But the State
retained “a legitimate interest in seeing to it that abortion, like any other medical
procedure, is performed under circumstances that insure maximum safety for the

Ed. note – Throughout this section, we follow the Court’s use of “woman” in referring to people seeking
abortions.
*
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patient.” And the risk to the woman’s health and safety increased as the pregnancy
continued.
The other significant state interest was in protecting prenatal life. This interest did
not depend on acceptance of the view that human life begins at conception, or even before;
the State retained an interest at least in “potential life.”
Against these interests stood “a right of personal privacy, or a guarantee of certain
areas or zones of privacy” that the Court had recognized under the Constitution; among
other cases the Court cited for this proposition were several that have featured in this
casebook: Meyer v. Nebraska, Pierce v. Society of Sisters, Palko v. Connecticut, Skinner
v. Oklahoma, Griswold v. Connecticut, Loving v. Virginia, and Eisenstadt v. Baird.
This right, which the Court saw as “founded in the Fourteenth Amendment’s
concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action,” was “broad enough to
encompass a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.” The Court
highlighted several harms caused by the denial of choice:
Specific and direct harm medically diagnosable even in early pregnancy
may be involved. Maternity, or additional offspring, may force upon the
woman a distressful life and future. Psychological harm may be
imminent. Mental and physical health may be taxed by child care. There
is also the distress, for all concerned, associated with the unwanted
child, and there is the problem of bringing a child into a family already
unable, psychologically and otherwise, to care for it. In other cases, as
in this one, the additional difficulties and continuing stigma of unwed
motherhood may be involved.
And so the Court concluded that “the right of personal privacy includes the
abortion decision.” In light of the state interests it had articulated, however, the Court
declined to hold that there was an absolute right of abortion that would allow a woman
“to terminate her pregnancy at whatever time, in whatever way, and for whatever reason
she alone chooses.” Rather, as where other “fundamental rights” were involved, the Court
sought to determine the circumstances in which a “compelling state interest” would
support a “narrowly drawn” enactment.
In attempting to solve this problem, the Court noted “the wide divergence of
thinking on [the] most sensitive and difficult question” of when life begins, and it declined
to provide an answer:
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When those trained in the respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy, and
theology are unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the
development of man's knowledge, is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.
The Court did hold clearly, however, that the fetus is not “a ‘person’ within the
language and meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment” and that “the unborn have never
been recognized in the law as persons in the whole sense.” The Court noted that most of
the Constitution’s uses of the word “person” were “such that it has application only
postnatally,” and that none indicated “with any assurance” a possible prenatal
application. “In areas other than criminal abortion,” it pointed out, “the law has been
reluctant to endorse any theory that life, as we recognize it, begins before live birth, or to
accord legal rights to the unborn except in narrowly defined situations and except when
the rights are contingent upon live birth.” Thus, an action brought by the parents of a
stillborn child for wrongful death because of prenatal injuries—even where allowed—
sought “to vindicate the parents’ interest” and so was “consistent with the view that the
fetus, at most, represents only the potentiality of life.” And though unborn children could
acquire interests in property, perfection of the interests was generally “contingent upon
live birth.”
The Court then concluded that, “in the light of present medical knowledge,” the
State’s interest in the health of the mother became compelling “at approximately the end
of the first trimester,” because before that point “mortality in abortion may be less than
mortality in normal childbirth.” Until then, “the attending physician, in consultation with
his patient, is free to determine, without regulation
by the State, that, in his medical judgment, the WORTH NOTING
patient’s pregnancy should be terminated. And after Does the primacy given the physician seem
that point, a regulation that “reasonably relates to odd? Perhaps at least part of an
explanation lies in the fact that from 1950
the preservation and protection of maternal health” to 1959, before Justice Blackmun became a
would be permissible.
judge, he was resident counsel for the
Mayo Clinic.

Further, the State’s interest in protecting
potential life became compelling at viability (around the start of the third trimester with
then-current medical technology), because at that point “the fetus then presumably has
the capability of meaningful life outside the mother’s womb.” From then on, the State
could prohibit abortion, “except when it is necessary to preserve the life or health of the
mother.”
After repeating and summarizing this three-stage framework, the Court
emphasized that “up to the points where important state interests provide compelling
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justifications for intervention[,] the abortion decision in all its aspects is inherently, and
primarily, a medical decision, and basic responsibility for it must rest with the physician.”
There were three concurring opinions, by Chief Justice Burger and Justices
Douglas and Stewart, and two dissenting ones, by Justices White and Rehnquist; all but
Justice Stewart’s applied as well to a companion case from Georgia, Doe v. Bolton.
After conceding that Ferguson v. Skrupa had “purported to sound the death knell
for the doctrine of substantive due process” in 1963, Justice Stewart characterized
Griswold (from which he had dissented) as “one in a long line of pre-Skrupa cases”
decided under that doctrine, and declared, “I now accept it as such.” In his view, the
decisions had made clear that “freedom of personal choice in matters of marriage and
family life” was one of the liberties protected by Due Process, and it necessarily included
the decision whether to terminate a pregnancy. The State’s interests were “amply
sufficient” to support some regulation, but not “the broad abridgement of personal liberty
worked by the existing Texas law.”
Emphasizing that “the vast majority of physicians . . . act only on the basis of
carefully deliberated medical judgments relating to life and health,” Chief Justice Burger
asserted, “Plainly, the Court today rejects any claim that the Constitution requires
abortions on demand.”
Justice Douglas gave a long catalogue of rights that he believed came within the
meaning of “liberty” as used in the Fourteenth Amendment. These included “freedom of
choice in the basic decisions of one’s life respecting marriage, divorce, procreation,
contraception, and the education and upbringing of children,” and “the freedom to care
for one’s health and person, freedom from bodily restraint or compulsion, freedom to
walk, stroll, or loaf.” The “basic decision whether to bear an unwanted child” came within
this realm, but the State also had “interests to protect,” and “voluntary abortion at any
time and place regardless of medical standards would impinge on a rightful concern of
society.”
In dissent, Justice White, joined by Justice Rehnquist, said:
I find nothing in the language or history of the Constitution to
support the Court's judgment. The Court simply fashions and
announces a new constitutional right for pregnant mothers . . . . The
upshot is that the people and the legislatures of the 50 States are
constitutionally disentitled to weigh the relative importance of the
continued existence and development of the fetus, on the one hand,
against a spectrum of possible impacts on the mother, on the other
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hand. As an exercise of raw judicial power, the Court perhaps has
authority to do what it does today; but, in my view, its judgment is an
improvident and extravagant exercise of the power of judicial review
that the Constitution extends to this Court.
The Court apparently values the convenience of the pregnant mother
more than the continued existence and development of the life or
potential life that she carries. Whether or not I might agree with that
marshaling of values, I can in no event join the Court's judgment
because I find no constitutional warrant for imposing such an order of
priorities on the people and legislatures of the States. In a sensitive area
such as this, involving as it does issues over which reasonable men may
easily and heatedly differ, I cannot accept the Court's exercise of its
clear power of choice by interposing a constitutional barrier to state
efforts to protect human life and by investing mothers and doctors with
the constitutionally protected right to exterminate it. This issue, for the
most part, should be left with the people and to the political processes
the people have devised to govern their affairs.
In a separate dissent, Justice Rehnquist challenged the conclusion that a right of
“privacy” was involved: “A transaction resulting in an operation such as this is not ‘private’
in the ordinary usage of the word.” If the Court meant a claim “to be free from unwanted
state regulation of consensual transactions,” then the test would be the ordinary one of
rational-basis scrutiny, whether the challenged law had “a rational relation to a valid state
objective.” Williamson v. Lee Optical (1955). Thus, he would have “little doubt” that a
statute prohibiting abortion even where the mother’s life was in jeopardy “would lack a
rational relation to a valid state objective under the test stated in Williamson.” But the
Court’s “sweeping invalidation of any restrictions on abortion during the first trimester”
was “impossible to justify under that standard,” and the Court’s “conscious weighing of
competing factors” and the resulting three-part structure were “far more appropriate to a
legislative judgment than to a judicial one.” Moreover, the prevalence and long standing
of state restrictions on abortion were, to him, “a strong indication . . . that the asserted
right to an abortion is not ‘so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to
be ranked as fundamental.’”
From Roe to Casey
The decision in Roe v. Wade had many effects. One, beginning immediately with
the companion case of Doe v. Bolton and continuing for nearly half a century, was the
development of a large and contentious body of caselaw determining which abortion
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regulations were acceptable and which were not. (In Doe, the Court invalidated several
Georgia regulations, one of which required that the abortion be performed in an
accredited hospital.) Another was a powerful and durable political backlash, especially
from the political right. By 1984, the Republican Party platform provided that “the unborn
child has a fundamental individual right to life which cannot be infringed,” called for
“legislation to make clear that the Fourteenth Amendment’s protections apply to unborn
children,” and promised “the appointment of judges at all levels of the judiciary who
respect traditional family values and the sanctity of innocent human life.”
On the backdrop of this political focus on judicial nominations, Republican
presidents were able to replace three members of the Roe majority who retired from 1988
to 1991. Many expected the new justices—Anthony Kennedy, David Souter, and Clarence
Thomas—to form the heart of a voting bloc that would overrule Roe v. Wade. That
expectation was put to the test in Planned Parenthood v. Casey (1992), which seemed a
plausible vehicle for a decision overruling Roe and abandoning the constitutional
protection of abortion rights.
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey
This case was a challenge to various provisions of the Pennsylvania Abortion
Control Act of 1982. For example, one provision required that prospective patients be
provided with certain information at least 24 hours before performance of an abortion.
Another required that, unless certain exemptions applied, a married woman seeking an
abortion sign a statement indicating that she had notified her husband of her intent. The
prevailing opinion was signed by two of the Court’s new members, Justices Kennedy and
Souter, and also by a third Republican appointee, Justice O’Connor. In parts it spoke for
a majority of the Court and in other parts not, but it held the balance of power on all
questions. Ultimately, it upheld most of the restrictions but invalidated the spousalconsent provision.
First, though, the joint opinion reaffirmed what it referred to as “Roe’s essential
holding”—while substantially revising and softening the test that had been enunciated by
Roe itself. According to the joint opinion, that “essential holding” had three parts: (1) “a
recognition of the right of the woman to choose to have an abortion before viability and
to obtain it without undue interference from the State”; (2) “a confirmation of the State's
power to restrict abortions after fetal viability, if the law contains exceptions for
pregnancies which endanger the woman's life or health”; and (3) “the principle that the
State has legitimate interests from the outset of the pregnancy in protecting the health of
the woman and the life of the fetus that may become a child.”
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The joint opinion offered a meditation on “the controlling word” in the case,
“liberty”:
At the heart of liberty is the right to define one's own concept of
existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life.
Beliefs about these matters could not define the attributes of
personhood were they formed under compulsion of the State.
The opinion acknowledged that abortion “is an act fraught with consequences for
others” but asserted that “[t]he destiny of the woman must be shaped to a large extent on
her own conception of her spiritual imperatives and her place in society.” These
considerations, combined with the force of stare decisis, outweighed “the reservations
any of us may have in reaffirming the central holding of Roe.”
The opinion then presented an extended discussion of stare decisis. It asked
whether Roe’s central rule has been found unworkable; whether the
rule's limitation on state power could be removed without serious
inequity to those who have relied upon it or significant damage to the
stability of the society governed by it; whether the law's growth in the
intervening years has left Roe’s central rule a doctrinal anachronism
discounted by society; and whether Roe’s premises of fact have so far
changed in the ensuing two decades as to render its central holding
somehow irrelevant or unjustifiable in dealing with the issue it
addressed.
The opinion answered each of these questions on the side of invoking stare decisis
and “affirming Roe’s central holding, with whatever degree of personal reluctance any of
us may have.” With respect to reliance, it emphasized that
for two decades of economic and social developments, people have
organized intimate relationships and made choices that define their
views of themselves and their places in society, in reliance on the
availability of abortion in the event that contraception should fail. The
ability of women to participate equally in the economic and social life
of the Nation has been facilitated by their ability to control their
reproductive lives.
The joint opinion compared the situations that had warranted abandoning
Lochner and Plessy; the decisions overruling those cases, the opinion said, were
justifiable as the application of “constitutional principle to facts as they had not been seen
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by the Court before.” In the context of Roe’s central holding, by contrast, there had been
no comparable change in “factual underpinnings” or in the Court’s understanding of
them. Therefore, while in the other settings a “terrible price . . . would have been paid if
the Court had not overruled as it did,” here “the terrible price would be paid for
overruling.” This, the opinion pronounced, was the rare context in which “the Court’s
interpretation of the Constitution calls the contending sides of a national controversy to
end their national division by accepting a common mandate rooted in the Constitution.”
Up to this point, the joint opinion had spoken for a majority of the Court, with
Justices Blackmun and Stevens joining the trio of authors. Much of the rest of the opinion
spoke only for the trio. They reaffirmed the aspect of Roe that guaranteed the right to
choose to terminate pregnancies before viability. (No mention of the physician here.) But
they explicitly rejected the “rigid trimester framework of Roe”; they believed it
“undervalue[d] the State’s interest in potential life and that it was not “part of the essential
holding of Roe.” “Even in the earliest stage of pregnancy,” they said, a State might take
steps to ensure that the decision to terminate a pregnancy was “thoughtful and informed,”
to make sure the woman understood the arguments in favor of carrying the pregnancy to
full term and the options and support available to her if she did, and to protect her health
and safety. A regulation that served a valid state purpose would be valid, even if it made
procuring an abortion more difficult or expensive, unless it imposed “an undue burden”
on the woman’s free choice; “undue burden,” they explained, was “a shorthand for the
conclusion that a state regulation has the purpose or effect of placing a substantial
obstacle in the path of a woman seeking an abortion of a nonviable fetus.”
Notably, they acknowledged that this standard was incompatible with post-Roe
decisions that had struck down “some abortion regulations which in no real sense
deprived women of the ultimate decision.” Thus, they explicitly concluded that two
decisions, Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health (1983) (Akron I) and
Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (1986), had to be
overruled to the extent they found “a constitutional violation when the government
requires . . . the giving of truthful, nonmisleading information about the nature of the
procedure, the attendant health risks and those of childbirth, and the ‘probable
gestational age’ of the fetus.”
Having enunciated these general principles, the joint opinion turned to the
particular provisions of the Pennsylvania law. With the support of Chief Justice Rehnquist
and Justices White, Scalia, and Thomas, the joint opinion upheld most of the law,
including an informed-consent provision. And, with the concurrence of Justices
Blackmun and Stevens, the joint opinion rejected the provision that presumptively
required a married woman to have the consent of her husband before having an abortion.
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Four justices wrote separate opinions. Chief Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justices
White, Scalia, and Thomas, contended that Roe should be overruled outright. He chided
the joint opinion for “retain[ing] the outer shell” of Roe while “beat[ing] a wholesale
retreat from the substance of that case.” Roe, he said,
stands as a sort of judicial Potemkin Village, which may be pointed out
to passers-by as a monument to the importance of adhering to
precedent. But behind the facade, an entirely new method of analysis,
without any roots in constitutional law, is imported to decide the
constitutionality of state laws regulating abortion.
Justice Scalia, joined by the Chief Justice and Justices White and Thomas, also
wrote in support of overruling Roe. Acknowledging that the abortion decision was a
liberty of great importance to many people, he denied that it was protected by the
Constitution—any more than “homosexual sodomy, polygamy, adult incest, and
suicide”—because “(1) the Constitution says absolutely nothing about it, and (2) the
longstanding traditions of American society have permitted it to be legally proscribed.”
On the other side, Justice Stevens wrote that “Roe is an integral part of a correct
understanding of both the concept of liberty and the basic equality of men and women”;
he thought that some of the provisions of the Pennsylvania law violated the principle that
“[a] woman who decides to terminate her pregnancy is entitled to the same respect as a
woman who decides to carry the fetus to term.” And Justice Blackmun expressed his
“steadfast . . . belief” that the “full protection” of the Court’s strict-scrutiny standard
should be applied to the right to reproductive choice. He expressed “fear for the darkness
as four Justices anxiously await the single vote necessary to extinguish the light.” He
noted that he was 83 years old, and that when he left the Court the confirmation process
for his successor might well focus on the abortion issue: “That, I regret, may be exactly
where the choice between the two worlds will be made.”
From Casey to Dobbs
Justice Blackmun accurately predicted that over the ensuing years the abortion
issue played a large role in the process for selecting and confirming Supreme Court
justices. But for nearly three decades a kind of equilibrium prevailed, with some
restrictions upheld and others invalidated, depending in large part on the precise
membership of the Court. For example, in Stenberg v. Carhart (2000), a 5-4 majority
struck down a Nebraska statute that flatly prohibited “partial birth abortions,” which the
statute defined as abortions in which the physician “partially delivers vaginally a living
unborn child before killing the unborn child and completing the delivery.” But in
Gonzales v. Carhart (2007), a new 5-4 majority upheld the federal Partial-Birth Abortion
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Ban Act of 2003; Justice Kennedy’s opinion for the majority asserted that the federal
statute was less vague than the Nebraska one. No justice who had voted to invalidate the
Nebraska statute voted to uphold the federal one, but in the interim Justice O’Connor, a
member of the Stenberg majority, had been replaced by Justice Alito.
Justice Ginsburg’s dissent in Gonzales was particularly notable in suggesting a
path toward grounding abortion jurisprudence in equal protection values:
As Casey comprehended, at stake in cases challenging abortion
restrictions is a woman’s “control over her [own] destiny.” … Women,
it is now acknowledged, have the talent, capacity, and right “to
participate equally in the economic and social life of the Nation.” Their
ability to realize their full potential, the Court recognized, is intimately
connected to “their ability to control their reproductive lives.” Thus,
legal challenges to undue restrictions on abortion procedures do not
seek to vindicate some generalized notion of privacy; rather, they center
on a woman’s autonomy to determine her life’s course, and thus to
enjoy equal citizenship stature….
[T]he Court invokes an antiabortion shibboleth for which it
concededly has no reliable evidence: Women who have abortions come
to regret their choices, and consequently suffer from “[s]evere
depression and loss of esteem.” Because of women’s fragile emotional
state and because of the “bond of love the mother has for her child,” the
Court worries, doctors may withhold information about the nature of
the intact D & E procedure…. This way of thinking reflects ancient
notions about women’s place in the family and under the Constitution—
ideas that have long since been discredited….
See also Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Some Thoughts on Autonomy and Equality in Relation to
Roe v. Wade, U.N.C. L. Rev. (1985).
The equilibrium was disrupted when President Trump was able to appoint three
new members of the Court, two of them replacing justices who were opposed to overruling
Roe and Casey (Justice Kavanaugh for Justice Kennedy and Justice Barrett for Ginsburg).
Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization followed soon after.
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1.

Which of the following do you regard as the best argument in favor of a right to abortion at least before
viability? Which, if any of these, do you regard as persuasive?
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(a) The abortion decision is an aspect of liberty protected by the Due Process Clauses.
(b) The abortion decision is a right retained by the people within the meaning of the Ninth
Amendment.
(c) Prohibiting abortions amounts to an imposition of involuntary servitude within the meaning
of the Thirteenth Amendment.
(d) Prohibiting abortions is a denial of equal protection.
2. Is viability an appropriate constitutional line determining when a state may prohibit abortion?
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Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization
Supreme Court of the United States, 2022.
2022 WL 2276808.
Justice Alito delivered the opinion of the Court.
Abortion presents a profound moral issue on which Americans hold sharply
conflicting views. Some believe fervently that a human person comes into being at
conception and that abortion ends an innocent life. Others feel just as strongly that any
regulation of abortion invades a woman’s right to control her own body and prevents
women from achieving full equality. Still others in a third group think that abortion
should be allowed under some but not all circumstances, and those within this group hold
a variety of views about the particular restrictions that should be imposed.
For the first 185 years after the adoption of the Constitution, each State was
permitted to address this issue in accordance with the views of its citizens. Then, in 1973,
this Court decided Roe v. Wade. Even though the Constitution makes no mention of
abortion, the Court held that it confers a broad right to obtain one. . . . [T]he opinion
concluded with a numbered set of rules much like those that might be found in a statute
enacted by a legislature. . . . One prominent constitutional scholar [John Hart Ely] wrote
that he “would vote for a statute very much like the one the Court end[ed] up drafting” if
he were “a legislator,” but his assessment of Roe was memorable and brutal: Roe was “not
constitutional law” at all and gave “almost no sense of an obligation to try to be.” As
Justice Byron White aptly put it in his dissent, the decision represented the “exercise of
raw judicial power,” and it sparked a national controversy that has embittered our
political culture for a half century.4
Eventually, in Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa. v. Casey (1992), the Court
revisited Roe[. The controlling] opinion did not endorse Roe’s reasoning, and it even
hinted that one or more of its authors might have “reservations” about whether the
Constitution protects a right to abortion. But the opinion concluded that stare decisis,
which calls for prior decisions to be followed in most instances, required adherence to
what it called Roe’s “central holding”—that a State may not constitutionally protect fetal
life before “viability”—even if that holding was wrong. Anything less, the opinion claimed,
would undermine respect for this Court and the rule of law.

4

See R. Ginsburg, Speaking in a Judicial Voice, N. Y. U. L. Rev. (1992) (“Roe ... halted a political
process that was moving in a reform direction and thereby, I believe, prolonged divisiveness and
deferred stable settlement of the issue”).
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Paradoxically, the judgment in Casey did a fair amount of overruling. Several
important abortion decisions [Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, Inc.
(1983) and Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (1986)]
were overruled in toto, and Roe itself was overruled in part. Casey threw out Roe’s
trimester scheme and substituted a new rule of uncertain origin under which States were
forbidden to adopt any regulation that imposed an “undue burden” on a woman’s right to
have an abortion. The decision provided no clear guidance about the difference between
a “due” and an “undue” burden. But the three Justices who authored the controlling
opinion “call[ed] the contending sides of a national controversy to end their national
division” by treating the Court’s decision as the final settlement of the question of the
constitutional right to abortion.
As has become increasingly apparent in the intervening years, Casey did not
achieve that goal. Americans continue to hold passionate and widely divergent views on
abortion, and state legislatures have acted accordingly. . . . The State of Mississippi asks
us to uphold the constitutionality of a law that generally prohibits an abortion after the
15th week of pregnancy—several weeks before the point at which a fetus is now regarded
as “viable” outside the womb. In defending this law, the State’s primary argument is that
we should reconsider and overrule Roe and Casey and once again allow each State to
regulate abortion as its citizens wish. . . .
We hold that Roe and Casey must be overruled. The Constitution makes no
reference to abortion, and no such right is implicitly protected by any constitutional
provision, including the one on which the defenders of Roe and Casey now chiefly rely—
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. That provision has been held to
guarantee some rights that are not mentioned in the Constitution, but any such right must
be “deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition” and “implicit in the concept of
ordered liberty.” Washington v. Glucksberg (1997).
The right to abortion does not fall within this category. Until the latter part of the
20th century, such a right was entirely unknown in American law. Indeed, when the
Fourteenth Amendment was adopted, three quarters of the States made abortion a crime
at all stages of pregnancy. The abortion right is also critically different from any other
right that this Court has held to fall within the Fourteenth Amendment’s protection of
“liberty.” Roe’s defenders characterize the abortion right as similar to the rights
recognized in past decisions involving matters such as intimate sexual relations,
contraception, and marriage, but abortion is fundamentally different, as both Roe and
Casey acknowledged, because it destroys what those decisions called “fetal life” and what
the law now before us describes as an “unborn human being.”
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Stare decisis, the doctrine on which Casey’s controlling opinion was based, does
not compel unending adherence to Roe’s abuse of judicial authority. Roe was egregiously
wrong from the start. Its reasoning was exceptionally weak, and the decision has had
damaging consequences. And far from bringing about a national settlement of the
abortion issue, Roe and Casey have enflamed debate and deepened division.
It is time to heed the Constitution and return the issue of abortion to the people’s
elected representatives. “The permissibility of abortion, and the limitations, upon it, are
to be resolved like most important questions in our democracy: by citizens trying to
persuade one another and then voting.” Casey (Scalia, J., concurring in judgment in part
and dissenting in part). That is what the Constitution and the rule of law demand.
I
The law at issue in this case, Mississippi’s Gestational Age Act, contains this central
provision: “Except in a medical emergency or in the case of a severe fetal abnormality, a
person shall not intentionally or knowingly perform ... or induce an abortion of an unborn
human being if the probable gestational age of the unborn human being has been
determined to be greater than fifteen (15) weeks.”14
To support this Act, the legislature made a series of factual findings. It began by
noting that, at the time of enactment, only six countries besides the United States
“permit[ted] nontherapeutic or elective abortion-on-demand after the twentieth week of
gestation.”15 § 2(a). The legislature then found that at 5 or 6 weeks’ gestational age an
“unborn human being’s heart begins beating”; at 8 weeks the “unborn human being
begins to move about in the womb”; at 9 weeks “all basic physiological functions are
present”; at 10 weeks “vital organs begin to function,” and “[h]air, fingernails, and
toenails ... begin to form”; at 11 weeks “an unborn human being’s diaphragm is
developing,” and he or she may “move about freely in the womb”; and at 12 weeks the
“unborn human being” has “taken on ‘the human form’ in all relevant respects.” It found
that most abortions after 15 weeks employ “dilation and evacuation procedures which
involve the use of surgical instruments to crush and tear the unborn child,” and it
concluded that the “intentional commitment of such acts for nontherapeutic or elective
reasons is a barbaric practice, dangerous for the maternal patient, and demeaning to the
medical profession.”
Respondents are an abortion clinic, Jackson Women’s Health Organization, and
one of its doctors. [They contend] that allowing Mississippi to ban pre-viability abortions
14

The Act defines “gestational age” to be “the age of an unborn human being as calculated from
the first day of the last menstrual period of the pregnant woman.”
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“would be no different than overruling Casey and Roe entirely.” They tell us that “no halfmeasures” are available: We must either reaffirm or overrule Roe and Casey.
II
We begin by considering the critical question whether the Constitution, properly
understood, confers a right to obtain an abortion. Skipping over that question, the
controlling opinion in Casey reaffirmed Roe’s “central holding” based solely on the
doctrine of stare decisis, but as we will explain, proper application of stare decisis
required an assessment of the strength of the grounds on which Roe was based.
We therefore turn to the question that the Casey plurality did not consider, and we
address that question in three steps. First, we explain the standard that our cases have
used in determining whether the Fourteenth Amendment’s reference to “liberty” protects
a particular right. Second, we examine whether the right at issue in this case is rooted in
our Nation’s history and tradition and whether it is an essential component of what we
have described as “ordered liberty.” Finally, we consider whether a right to obtain an
abortion is part of a broader entrenched right that is supported by other precedents.
A
1
Constitutional analysis must begin with “the language of the instrument,” Gibbons
v. Ogden, which offers a “fixed standard” for ascertaining what our founding document
means, J. Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States (1833). The
Constitution makes no express reference to a right to obtain an abortion, and therefore
those who claim that it protects such a right must show that the right is somehow implicit
in the constitutional text.
Roe, however, was remarkably loose in its treatment of the constitutional text. It
held that the abortion right, which is not mentioned in the Constitution, is part of a right
to privacy, which is also not mentioned. And that privacy right, Roe observed, had been
found to spring from no fewer than five different constitutional provisions—the First,
Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments.
. . . Roe expressed the “feel[ing]” that the Fourteenth Amendment was the
provision that did the work, but its message seemed to be that the abortion right could be
found somewhere in the Constitution and that specifying its exact location was not of
paramount importance.* The Casey Court did not defend this unfocused analysis and
Ed. note – The majority is quoting the following sentence in Roe: “This right of privacy, whether it be
founded in the Fourteenth Amendment’s concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action, as
*
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instead grounded its decision solely on the theory that the right to obtain an abortion is
part of the “liberty” protected by the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause.
We discuss this theory in depth below, but before doing so, we briefly address one
additional constitutional provision that some of respondents’ amici have now offered as
yet another potential home for the abortion right: the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause. Neither Roe nor Casey saw fit to invoke this theory, and it is squarely
foreclosed by our precedents, which establish that a State’s regulation of abortion is not a
sex-based classification and is thus not subject to the “heightened scrutiny” that applies
to such classifications. The regulation of a medical procedure that only one sex can
undergo does not trigger heightened constitutional scrutiny unless the regulation is a
“mere pretex[t] designed to effect an invidious discrimination against members of one sex
or the other.” Geduldig v. Aiello (1974). And as the Court has stated, the “goal of
preventing abortion” does not constitute “invidiously discriminatory animus” against
women. Bray v. Alexandria Women’s Health Clinic (1993). Accordingly, laws regulating
or prohibiting abortion are not subject to heightened scrutiny. Rather, they are governed
by the same standard of review as other health and safety measures.
With this new theory addressed, we turn to Casey’s bold assertion that the abortion
right is an aspect of the “liberty” protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
2
The underlying theory on which this argument rests—that the Fourteenth
Amendment’s Due Process Clause provides substantive, as well as procedural, protection
for “liberty”—has long been controversial. But our decisions have held that the Due
Process Clause protects two categories of substantive rights.
The first consists of rights guaranteed by the first eight Amendments. Those
Amendments originally applied only to the Federal Government, but this Court has held
that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment “incorporates” the great
majority of those rights and thus makes them equally applicable to the States. The second
category—which is the one in question here—comprises a select list of fundamental rights
that are not mentioned anywhere in the Constitution.
In deciding whether a right falls into either of these categories, the Court has long
asked whether the right is “deeply rooted in [our] history and tradition” and whether it is
we feel it is, or, as the District Court determined, in the Ninth Amendment’s reservation of rights to the
people, is broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.”
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essential to our Nation’s “scheme of ordered liberty.” Timbs v. Indiana (2019); McDonald
v. Chicago (2010); Glucksberg. And in conducting this inquiry, we have engaged in a
careful analysis of the history of the right at issue. [The Court notes that Justice
Ginsburg’s opinion for the Court in Timbs reviewed history going back to Magna Carta
in concluding that the Eighth Amendment’s protection against excessive fines is
“fundamental to our scheme of ordered liberty” and “deeply rooted in this Nation’s
history and tradition,” and that McDonald also conducted a historical survey before
concluding that the right to keep and bear arms was “among those fundamental rights
necessary to our system of ordered liberty.”] Timbs and McDonald concerned the
question whether the Fourteenth Amendment protects rights that are expressly set out in
the Bill of Rights, and it would be anomalous if similar historical support were not
required when a putative right is not mentioned anywhere in the Constitution. Thus, in
Glucksberg, which held that the Due Process Clause does not confer a right to assisted
suicide, the Court surveyed more than 700 years of “Anglo-American common law
tradition,” and made clear that a fundamental right must be “objectively, deeply rooted in
this Nation’s history and tradition.”
Historical inquiries of this nature are essential whenever we are asked to recognize
a new component of the “liberty” protected by the Due Process Clause because the term
“liberty” alone provides little guidance. . . .
In interpreting what is meant by the Fourteenth Amendment’s reference to
“liberty,” we must guard against the natural human tendency to confuse what that
Amendment protects with our own ardent views about the liberty that Americans should
enjoy. That is why the Court has long been “reluctant” to recognize rights that are not
mentioned in the Constitution. . . .
On occasion, when the Court has ignored the “[a]ppropriate limits” imposed by
“‘respect for the teachings of history,’” it has fallen into the freewheeling judicial
policymaking that characterized discredited decisions such as Lochner v. New York, 198
U. S. 45 (1905). The Court must not fall prey to such an unprincipled approach. Instead,
guided by the history and tradition that map the essential components of our Nation’s
concept of ordered liberty, we must ask what the Fourteenth Amendment means by the
term “liberty.” When we engage in that inquiry in the present case, the clear answer is
that the Fourteenth Amendment does not protect the right to an abortion.22
B
22

That is true regardless of whether we look to the Amendment’s Due Process Clause or its
Privileges or Immunities Clause. . . .
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1
Until the latter part of the 20th century, there was no support in American law for
a constitutional right to obtain an abortion. No state constitutional provision had
recognized such a right. Until a few years before Roe was handed down, no federal or state
court had recognized such a right. Nor had any scholarly treatise of which we are aware.
And although law review articles are not reticent about advocating new rights, the earliest
article proposing a constitutional right to abortion that has come to our attention was
published only a few years before Roe.23
Not only was there no support for such a constitutional right until shortly before
Roe, but abortion had long been a crime in every single State. At common law, abortion
was criminal in at least some stages of pregnancy and was regarded as unlawful and could
have very serious consequences at all stages. American law followed the common law until
a wave of statutory restrictions in the 1800s expanded criminal liability for abortions. By
the time of the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, three-quarters of the States had
made abortion a crime at any stage of pregnancy, and the remaining States would soon
follow.
Roe either ignored or misstated this history, and Casey declined to reconsider
Roe’s faulty historical analysis. It is therefore important to set the record straight.
2
a
We begin with the common law, under which abortion was a crime at least after
“quickening”—i.e., the first felt movement of the fetus in the womb, which usually occurs
between the 16th and 18th week of pregnancy.
The “eminent common-law authorities (Blackstone, Coke, Hale, and the like),”
Kahler v. Kansas (2020), all describe abortion after quickening as criminal. Henry de
Bracton’s 13th-century treatise explained that if a person has “struck a pregnant woman,
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See R. Lucas, Federal Constitutional Limitations on the Enforcement and Administration of
State Abortion Statutes, N. C. L. Rev. (1968) . . . .
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or has given her poison, whereby he has caused abortion, if the foetus be already formed
and animated, and particularly if it be animated, he commits homicide.”25
Sir Edward Coke’s 17th-century treatise likewise asserted that abortion of a quick
child was “murder” if the “childe be born alive” and a “great misprision” if the “childe
dieth in her body.” Two treatises by Sir Matthew Hale likewise described abortion of a
quick child who died in the womb as a “great crime” and a “great misprision.” And writing
near the time of the adoption of our Constitution, William Blackstone explained that
abortion of a “quick” child was “by the ancient law homicide or manslaughter” (citing
Bracton), and at least a very “heinous misdemeanor” (citing Coke).
English cases dating all the way back to the 13th century corroborate the treatises’
statements that abortion was a crime. In 1732, for example, Eleanor Beare was convicted
of “destroying the Foetus in the Womb” of another woman and “thereby causing her to
miscarry.” For that crime and another “misdemeanor,” Beare was sentenced to two days
in the pillory and three years’ imprisonment.
Although a pre-quickening abortion was not itself considered homicide, it does not
follow that abortion was permissible at common law—much less that abortion was a legal
right. Quite to the contrary, in the 1732 case mentioned above, the judge said of the charge
of abortion (with no mention of quickening) that he had “never met with a case so
barbarous and unnatural.” Similarly, an indictment from 1602, which did not distinguish
between a pre-quickening and post-quickening abortion, described abortion as
“pernicious” and “against the peace of our Lady the Queen, her crown and dignity.” . . .
In sum, although common-law authorities differed on the severity of punishment
for abortions committed at different points in pregnancy, none endorsed the practice.
Moreover, we are aware of no common-law case or authority, and the parties have not
pointed to any, that remotely suggests a positive right to procure an abortion at any stage
of pregnancy.
b
In this country, the historical record is similar. . . . The few cases available from the
early colonial period corroborate that abortion was a crime. In Maryland in 1652, for
example, an indictment charged that a man “Murtherously endeavoured to destroy or
Murther the Child by him begotten in the Womb.” Proprietary v. Mitchell (1652). And by
25 Even before Bracton’s time, English law imposed punishment for the killing of a fetus. See Leges

Henrici Primi (imposing penalty for any abortion and treating a woman who aborted a “quick”
child “as if she were a murderess”).
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the 19th century, courts frequently explained that the common law made abortion of a
quick child a crime.
c
The original ground for drawing a distinction between pre- and post-quickening
abortions is not entirely clear, but some have attributed the rule to the difficulty of proving
that a pre-quickening fetus was alive. . . . The Solicitor General offers a different
explanation of the basis for the quickening rule, namely, that before quickening the
common law did not regard a fetus “as having a ‘separate and independent existence.’”
But the case on which the Solicitor General relies for this proposition also suggested that
the criminal law’s quickening rule was out of step with the treatment of prenatal life in
other areas of law, noting that “to many purposes, in reference to civil rights, an infant in
ventre sa mere is regarded as a person in being.”
At any rate, the original ground for the quickening rule is of little importance for
present purposes because the rule was abandoned in the 19th century. . . . In 1803, the
British Parliament made abortion a crime at all stages of pregnancy and authorized the
imposition of severe punishment. See Lord Ellenborough’s Act. . . .
In this country during the 19th century, the vast majority of the States enacted
statutes criminalizing abortion at all stages of pregnancy. By 1868, the year when the
Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, three-quarters of the States, 28 out of 37, had
enacted statutes making abortion a crime even if it was performed before quickening.34
Of the nine States that had not yet criminalized abortion at all stages, all but one did so
by 1910. [The Court refers in this paragraph to Appendix A to its opinion, which presents
in chronological order “statutes criminalizing abortion at all stages of pregnancy in the
States existing in 1868,” beginning with a Missouri statute of 1825.]
The trend in the Territories that would become the last 13 States was similar: All
of them criminalized abortion at all stages of pregnancy between 1850 (the Kingdom of
Hawaii) and 1919 (New Mexico). [The Court here refers to Appendix B to its opinion,
which presents these statutes and one, from 1901, of the District of Columbia.] By the
end of the 1950s, according to the Roe Court’s own count, statutes in all but four States
and the District of Columbia prohibited abortion “however and whenever performed,
unless done to save or preserve the life of the mother.”
This overwhelming consensus endured until the day Roe was decided. At that time,
also by the Roe Court’s own count, a substantial majority—30 States—still prohibited
abortion at all stages except to save the life of the mother. And though Roe discerned a
“trend toward liberalization” in about “one-third of the States,” those States still
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criminalized some abortions and regulated them more stringently than Roe would allow.
...
d
The inescapable conclusion is that a right to abortion is not deeply rooted in the
Nation’s history and traditions. On the contrary, an unbroken tradition of prohibiting
abortion on pain of criminal punishment persisted from the earliest days of the common
law until 1973. The Court in Roe could have said of abortion exactly what Glucksberg said
of assisted suicide: “Attitudes toward [abortion] have changed since Bracton, but our laws
have consistently condemned, and continue to prohibit, [that practice].”
3
Respondents and their amici have no persuasive answer to this historical evidence.
Neither respondents nor the Solicitor General disputes the fact that by 1868 the
vast majority of States criminalized abortion at all stages of pregnancy. . . . The earliest
sources called to our attention [that support the existence of an abortion right] are a few
district court and state court decisions decided shortly before Roe and a small number of
law review articles from the same time period. . . .
The Solicitor General . . . suggests that history supports an abortion right because
the common law’s failure to criminalize abortion before quickening means that “at the
Founding and for decades thereafter, women generally could terminate a pregnancy, at
least in its early stages.” But the insistence on quickening was not universal, see Mills v.
Commonwealth (Pa. 1850); State v. Slagle (N.C. 1880), and regardless, the fact that many
States in the late 18th and early 19th century did not criminalize pre-quickening abortions
does not mean that anyone thought the States lacked the authority to do so. When
legislatures began to exercise that authority as the century wore on, no one, as far as we
are aware, argued that the laws they enacted violated a fundamental right. . . .
. . . According to [the account of the American Historical Association, on which
respondents rely,] which is based almost entirely on statements made by one prominent
proponent of the statutes, important motives for the laws were the fear that Catholic
immigrants were having more babies than Protestants and that the availability of abortion
was leading White Protestant women to “shir[k their] maternal duties.”
Resort to this argument is a testament to the lack of any real historical support for
the right that Roe and Casey recognized. This Court has long disfavored arguments based
on alleged legislative motives. . . . Here, the argument about legislative motive is not even
based on statements by legislators, but on statements made by a few supporters of the
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new 19th-century abortion laws, and it is quite a leap to attribute these motives to all the
legislators whose votes were responsible for the enactment of those laws. . . . Are we to
believe that the hundreds of lawmakers whose votes were needed to enact these laws were
motivated by hostility to Catholics and women?
There is ample evidence that the passage of these laws was instead spurred by a
sincere belief that abortion kills a human being. . . . One may disagree with this belief (and
our decision is not based on any view about when a State should regard prenatal life as
having rights or legally cognizable interests), but even Roe and Casey did not question
the good faith of abortion opponents. And we see no reason to discount the significance
of the state laws in question based on these amici’s suggestions about legislative motive.41
C
1
Instead of seriously pressing the argument that the abortion right itself has deep
roots, supporters of Roe and Casey contend that the abortion right is an integral part of a
broader entrenched right. Roe termed this a right to privacy, and Casey described it as
the freedom to make “intimate and personal choices” that are “central to personal dignity
and autonomy.” . . .
The Court did not claim that this broadly framed right is absolute, and no such
claim would be plausible. While individuals are certainly free to think and to say what
they wish about “existence,” “meaning,” the “universe,” and “the mystery of human life,”
they are not always free to act in accordance with those thoughts. . . .
Ordered liberty sets limits and defines the boundary between competing interests.
Roe and Casey each struck a particular balance between the interests of a woman who
wants an abortion and the interests of what they termed “potential life.” But the people of
the various States may evaluate those interests differently. . . . Our Nation’s historical
understanding of ordered liberty does not prevent the people’s elected representatives
from deciding how abortion should be regulated.
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Other amicus briefs present arguments about the motives of proponents of liberal access to
abortion. They note that some such supporters have been motivated by a desire to suppress the
size of the African-American population. And it is beyond dispute that Roe has had that
demographic effect. A highly disproportionate percentage of aborted fetuses are Black. For our
part, we do not question the motives of either those who have supported or those who have
opposed laws restricting abortions.
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Nor does the right to obtain an abortion have a sound basis in precedent. Casey
relied on cases involving the right to marry a person of a different race, Loving v. Virginia
(1967); the right to marry while in prison, Turner v. Safley (1987); the right to obtain
contraceptives, Griswold v. Connecticut (1965), Eisenstadt v. Baird (1972), Carey v.
Population Services Int’l (1977); the right to reside with relatives, Moore v. East
Cleveland (1977); the right to make decisions about the education of one’s children, Pierce
v. Society of Sisters (1925), Meyer v. Nebraska (1923); the right not to be sterilized
without consent, Skinner v. Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson (1942); and the right in certain
circumstances not to undergo involuntary surgery, forced administration of drugs, or
other substantially similar procedures, lain Winston v. Lee (1985), Washington v. Harper
(1990), Rochin v. California (1952). Respondents and the Solicitor General also rely on
post-Casey decisions like Lawrence v. Texas (2003) (right to engage in private,
consensual sexual acts), and Obergefell v. Hodges (2015) (right to marry a person of the
same sex).
These attempts to justify abortion through appeals to a broader right to autonomy
and to define one’s “concept of existence” prove too much. Those criteria, at a high level
of generality, could license fundamental rights to illicit drug use, prostitution, and the
like. None of these rights has any claim to being deeply rooted in history.
What sharply distinguishes the abortion right from the rights recognized in the
cases on which Roe and Casey rely is something that both those decisions acknowledged:
Abortion destroys what those decisions call “potential life” and what the law at issue in
this case regards as the life of an “unborn human being.” See Roe (abortion is “inherently
different”); Casey (abortion is “a unique act”). None of the other decisions cited by Roe
and Casey involved the critical moral question posed by abortion. They are therefore
inapposite. They do not support the right to obtain an abortion, and by the same token,
our conclusion that the Constitution does not confer such a right does not undermine
them in any way.
2
In drawing this critical distinction between the abortion right and other rights, it
is not necessary to dispute Casey’s claim (which we accept for the sake of argument) that
“the specific practices of States at the time of the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment”
do not “mar[k] the outer limits of the substantive sphere of liberty which the Fourteenth
Amendment protects.” Abortion is nothing new. It has been addressed by lawmakers for
centuries, and the fundamental moral question that it poses is ageless.
Defenders of Roe and Casey do not claim that any new scientific learning calls for
a different answer to the underlying moral question, but they do contend that changes in
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society require the recognition of a constitutional right to obtain an abortion. Without the
availability of abortion, they maintain, people will be inhibited from exercising their
freedom to choose the types of relationships they desire, and women will be unable to
compete with men in the workplace and in other endeavors.
Americans who believe that abortion should be restricted press countervailing
arguments about modern developments. They note that attitudes about the pregnancy of
unmarried women have changed drastically; that federal and state laws ban
discrimination on the basis of pregnancy; that leave for pregnancy and childbirth are now
guaranteed by law in many cases; that the costs of medical care associated with pregnancy
are covered by insurance or government assistance; that States have increasingly adopted
“safe haven” laws, which generally allow women to drop off babies anonymously; and that
a woman who puts her newborn up for adoption today has little reason to fear that the
baby will not find a suitable home. They also claim that many people now have a new
appreciation of fetal life and that when prospective parents who want to have a child view
a sonogram, they typically have no doubt that what they see is their daughter or son.
Both sides make important policy arguments, but supporters of Roe and Casey
must show that this Court has the authority to weigh those arguments and decide how
abortion may be regulated in the States. They have failed to make that showing, and we
thus return the power to weigh those arguments to the people and their elected
representatives.
D
1
The dissent is very candid that it cannot show that a constitutional right to abortion
has any foundation, let alone a “‘deeply rooted’” one, “‘in this Nation’s history and
tradition.’” . . . Nor does the dissent dispute the fact that abortion was illegal at common
law at least after quickening; that the 19th century saw a trend toward criminalization of
pre-quickening abortions; that by 1868, a supermajority of States (at least 26 of 37) had
enacted statutes criminalizing abortion at all stages of pregnancy; that by the late 1950s
at least 46 States prohibited abortion “however and whenever performed” except if
necessary to save “the life of the mother”; and that when Roe was decided in 1973 similar
statutes were still in effect in 30 States.47 . . .
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By way of contrast, at the time Griswold v. Connecticut was decided, the Connecticut statute at
issue was an extreme outlier.
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The dissent attempts to obscure this failure by misrepresenting our application of
Glucksberg. The dissent suggests that we have focused only on “the legal status of
abortion in the 19th century,” but our review of this Nation’s tradition extends well past
that period. As explained, for more than a century after 1868—including “another halfcentury” after women gained the constitutional right to vote in 1920—it was firmly
established that laws prohibiting abortion like the Texas law at issue in Roe were
permissible exercises of state regulatory authority. And today, another half century later,
more than half of the States have asked us to overrule Roe and Casey. The dissent cannot
establish that a right to abortion has ever been part of this Nation’s tradition.
2
Because the dissent cannot argue that the abortion right is rooted in this Nation’s
history and tradition, it contends that the “constitutional tradition” is “not captured whole
at a single moment,” and that its “meaning gains content from the long sweep of our
history and from successive judicial precedents.” This vague formulation imposes no clear
restraints on what Justice White called the “exercise of raw judicial power,” and while the
dissent claims that its standard “does not mean anything goes,” any real restraints are
hard to discern. . . .
[W]ithout support in history or relevant precedent, Roe’s reasoning cannot be
defended even under the dissent’s proposed test, and the dissent is forced to rely solely
on the fact that a constitutional right to abortion was recognized in Roe and later decisions
that accepted Roe’s interpretation. [But there] are occasions when past decisions should
be overruled, and as we will explain, this is one of them.
3
The most striking feature of the dissent is the absence of any serious discussion of
the legitimacy of the States’ interest in protecting fetal life. This is evident in the analogy
that the dissent draws between the abortion right and the rights recognized in Griswold
(contraception), Eisenstadt (same), Lawrence (sexual conduct with member of the same
sex), and Obergefell (same-sex marriage). . . . The exercise of [those rights] does not
destroy a “potential life,” but an abortion has that effect. So if the rights at issue in those
cases are fundamentally the same as the right recognized in Roe and Casey, the
implication is clear: The Constitution does not permit the States to regard the destruction
of a “potential life” as a matter of any significance.
That view is evident throughout the dissent. The dissent has much to say about the
effects of pregnancy on women, the burdens of motherhood, and the difficulties faced by
poor women. These are important concerns. However, the dissent evinces no similar
regard for a State’s interest in protecting prenatal life. The dissent repeatedly praises the
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“balance” that the viability line strikes between a woman’s liberty interest and the State’s
interest in prenatal life. But [we agree with the Chief Justice that] the viability line makes
no sense. It was not adequately justified in Roe, and the dissent does not even try to
defend it today. Nor does it identify any other point in a pregnancy after which a State is
permitted to prohibit the destruction of a fetus.
Our opinion is not based on any view about if and when prenatal life is entitled to
any of the rights enjoyed after birth. The dissent, by contrast, would impose on the people
a particular theory about when the rights of personhood begin. According to the dissent,
the Constitution requires the States to regard a fetus as lacking even the most basic
human right—to live—at least until an arbitrary point in a pregnancy has passed. Nothing
in the Constitution or in our Nation’s legal traditions authorizes the Court to adopt that
“‘theory of life.’”
III
We next consider whether the doctrine of stare decisis counsels continued
acceptance of Roe and Casey. Stare decisis plays an important role in our case law, and
we have explained that it serves many valuable ends. . . . We have long recognized,
however, that stare decisis is “not an inexorable command,” Pearson v. Callahan (2009),
and it “is at its weakest when we interpret the Constitution,” Agostini v. Felton (1997). It
has been said that it is sometimes more important that an issue “‘be settled than that it be
settled right.’” Kimble v. Marvel Entertainment, LLC (quoting Burnet v. Coronado Oil &
Gas Co. (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting)). But when it comes to the interpretation of the
Constitution—the “great charter of our liberties,” which was meant “to endure through a
long lapse of ages,” Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee (1816) —we place a high value on having
the matter “settled right.” In addition, when one of our constitutional decisions goes
astray, the country is usually stuck with the bad decision unless we correct our own
mistake. An erroneous constitutional decision can be fixed by amending the Constitution,
but our Constitution is notoriously hard to amend. See Art. V.
Some of our most important constitutional decisions have overruled prior
precedents. We mention three. [The first case mentioned by the Court was Brown v.
Board of Education (1954).] West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish (1937) . . . signaled the
demise of an entire line of important precedents that had protected an individual liberty
right against state and federal health and welfare legislation. . . . Finally, in West Virginia
Bd. of Ed. v. Barnette (1943), after the lapse of only three years, the Court overruled
Minersville School Dist. v. Gobitis (1940), and held that public school students could not
be compelled to salute the flag in violation of their sincere beliefs. Barnette stands out
because nothing had changed during the intervening period other than the Court’s belated
recognition that its earlier decision had been seriously wrong.
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On many other occasions, this Court has overruled important constitutional
decisions. [The Court here included a footnote with “a partial list” of 25 cases, going back
to 1938, in which it had overruled prior cases, in whole or in part, usually explicitly but
in some cases “effectively.”] Without these decisions, American constitutional law as we
know it would be unrecognizable, and this would be a different country.
No Justice of this Court has ever argued that the Court should never overrule a
constitutional decision, but overruling a precedent is a serious matter. It is not a step that
should be taken lightly. Our cases have attempted to provide a framework for deciding
when a precedent should be overruled, and they have identified factors that should be
considered in making such a decision. Janus v. State, County, and Municipal Employees
(2018); Ramos v. Louisiana (2020) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring in part).
In this case, five factors weigh strongly in favor of overruling Roe and Casey: the
nature of their error, the quality of their reasoning, the “workability” of the rules they
imposed on the country, their disruptive effect on other areas of the law, and the absence
of concrete reliance.
A
The nature of the Court’s error. An erroneous interpretation of the Constitution is
always important, but some are more damaging than others.
The infamous decision in Plessy v. Ferguson, was one such decision. . . . It was
“egregiously wrong” on the day it was decided, see Ramos (opinion of Kavanaugh, J.), and
as the Solicitor General agreed at oral argument, it should have been overruled at the
earliest opportunity.
Roe was also egregiously wrong and deeply damaging. For reasons already
explained, Roe’s constitutional analysis was far outside the bounds of any reasonable
interpretation of the various constitutional provisions to which it vaguely pointed. . .
.Casey perpetuated its errors, and those errors do not concern some arcane corner of the
law of little importance to the American people. Rather, wielding nothing but “raw judicial
power,” Roe (White, J., dissenting), the Court usurped the power to address a question of
profound moral and social importance that the Constitution unequivocally leaves for the
people. Casey described itself as calling both sides of the national controversy to resolve
their debate, but in doing so, Casey necessarily declared a winning side. Those on the
losing side—those who sought to advance the State’s interest in fetal life—could no longer
seek to persuade their elected representatives to adopt policies consistent with their
views. The Court short-circuited the democratic process by closing it to the large number
of Americans who dissented in any respect from Roe. . . .
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B
The quality of the reasoning. Under our precedents, the quality of the reasoning
in a prior case has an important bearing on whether it should be reconsidered. See Janus;
Ramos (opinion of Kavanaugh, J.). In Part II, supra, we explained why Roe was
incorrectly decided, but that decision was more than just wrong. It stood on exceptionally
weak grounds. . . . Roe’s reasoning quickly drew scathing scholarly criticism, even from
supporters of broad access to abortion.
The Casey plurality, while reaffirming Roe’s central holding, pointedly refrained
from endorsing most of its reasoning. It revised the textual basis for the abortion right,
silently abandoned Roe’s erroneous historical narrative, and jettisoned the trimester
framework. But it replaced that scheme with an arbitrary “undue burden” test and relied
on an exceptional version of stare decisis that, as explained below, this Court had never
before applied and has never invoked since.
1
a
The weaknesses in Roe’s reasoning are well-known. Without any grounding in the
constitutional text, history, or precedent, it imposed on the entire country a detailed set
of rules much like those that one might expect to find in a statute or regulation. . . . This
elaborate scheme was the Court’s own brainchild. Neither party advocated the trimester
framework; nor did either party or any amicus argue that “viability” should mark the
point at which the scope of the abortion right and a State’s regulatory authority should be
substantially transformed.
b
Not only did this scheme resemble the work of a legislature, but the Court made
little effort to explain how these rules could be deduced from any of the sources on which
constitutional decisions are usually based. . . .
Roe featured a lengthy survey of history, but much of its discussion was irrelevant,
and the Court made no effort to explain why it was included. . . . When it came to the most
important historical fact—how the States regulated abortion when the Fourteenth
Amendment was adopted—the Court said almost nothing. It allowed that States had
tightened their abortion laws “in the middle and late 19th century,” but it implied that
these laws might have been enacted not to protect fetal life but to further “a Victorian
social concern” about “illicit sexual conduct.”
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Roe’s failure even to note the overwhelming consensus of state laws in effect in
1868 is striking, and what it said about the common law was simply wrong [in suggesting]
that the common law had probably never really treated post-quickening abortion as a
crime. . . .
After surveying history, the opinion spent many paragraphs conducting the
sort of fact-finding that might be undertaken by a legislative committee. This included
[accounts of the views of the American Medical Association, the American Public Health
Association, and the American Bar Association, and of developments in British law.] The
Court did not explain why these sources shed light on the meaning of the Constitution,
and not one of them adopted or advocated anything like the scheme that Roe imposed on
the country.
Finally, after all this, the Court turned to precedent. Citing a broad array of cases,
the Court found support for a constitutional “right of personal privacy,” but it conflated
two very different meanings of the term: the right to shield information from disclosure
and the right to make and implement important personal decisions without governmental
interference. Only the cases involving this second sense of the term could have any
possible relevance to the abortion issue, and some of the cases in that category involved
personal decisions that were obviously very, very far afield. See Pierce (right to send
children to religious school); Meyer (right to have children receive German language
instruction).
What remained was a handful of cases having something to do with marriage,
Loving (right to marry a person of a different race), or procreation, Skinner (right not to
be sterilized); Griswold (right of married persons to obtain contraceptives); Eisenstadt
(same, for unmarried persons). But none of these decisions involved what is distinctive
about abortion: its effect on what Roe termed “potential life.”
When the Court summarized the basis for the scheme it imposed on the country, it
asserted that its rules were “consistent with” the following: (1) “the relative weights of the
respective interests involved,” (2) “the lessons and examples of medical and legal history,”
(3) “the lenity of the common law,” and (4) “the demands of the profound problems of the
present day.” Put aside the second and third factors, which were based on the Court’s
flawed account of history, and what remains are precisely the sort of considerations that
legislative bodies often take into account when they draw lines that accommodate
competing interests. The scheme Roe produced looked like legislation, and the Court
provided the sort of explanation that might be expected from a legislative body.
c
What Roe did not provide was any cogent justification for the lines it drew. Why,
for example, does a State have no authority to regulate first trimester abortions for the
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purpose of protecting a woman’s health? The Court’s only explanation was that mortality
rates for abortion at that stage were lower than the mortality rates for childbirth. But
[m]any health and safety regulations aim to avoid adverse health consequences short of
death. And the Court did not explain why it departed from the normal rule that courts
defer to the judgments of legislatures “in areas fraught with medical and scientific
uncertainties.” Marshall v. United States (1974).
An even more glaring deficiency was Roe’s failure to justify the critical distinction
it drew between pre- and post-viability abortions. Here is the Court’s entire explanation:
With respect to the State’s important and legitimate interest in potential
life, the ‘compelling’ point is at viability. This is so because the fetus then
presumably has the capability of meaningful life outside the womb.
As Professor Laurence Tribe has written, “[c]learly, this mistakes ‘a definition for a
syllogism.’” The definition of a “viable” fetus is one that is capable of surviving outside the
womb, but why is this the point at which the State’s interest becomes compelling? If, as
Roe held, a State’s interest in protecting prenatal life is compelling “after viability,” why
isn’t that interest “equally compelling before viability”? Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services (1989) (plurality opinion) (quoting Thornburgh (White, J., dissenting)). Roe did
not say, and no explanation is apparent.
This arbitrary line has not found much support among philosophers and ethicists
who have attempted to justify a right to abortion. Some have argued that a fetus should
not be entitled to legal protection until it acquires the characteristics that they regard as
defining what it means to be a “person.” Among the characteristics that have been offered
as essential attributes of “personhood” are sentience, self-awareness, the ability to reason,
or some combination thereof. By this logic, it would be an open question whether even
born individuals, including young children or those afflicted with certain developmental
or medical conditions, merit protection as “persons.” But even if one takes the view that
“personhood” begins when a certain attribute or combination of attributes is acquired, it
is very hard to see why viability should mark the point where “personhood” begins.
The most obvious problem with any such argument is that viability is heavily
dependent on factors that have nothing to do with the characteristics of a fetus. One is the
state of neonatal care at a particular point in time. Due to the development of new
equipment and improved practices, the viability line has changed over the years. . . . So,
according to Roe’s logic, States now have a compelling interest in protecting a fetus with
a gestational age of, say, 26 weeks, but in 1973 States did not have an interest in protecting
an identical fetus. How can that be?
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Viability also depends on the “quality of the available medical facilities.” Colautti
v. Franklin (1979). . . . On what ground could the constitutional status of a fetus depend
on the pregnant woman’s location? And if viability is meant to mark a line having
universal moral significance, can it be that a fetus that is viable in a big city in the United
States has a privileged moral status not enjoyed by an identical fetus in a remote area of
a poor country?
In addition, as the Court once explained [id.], viability is not really a hard-and-fast
line. A physician determining a particular fetus’s odds of surviving outside the womb must
consider “a number of variables,” including “gestational age,” “fetal weight,” a woman’s
“general health and nutrition,” the “quality of the available medical facilities,” and other
factors. It is thus “only with difficulty” that a physician can estimate the “probability” of a
particular fetus’s survival. And even if each fetus’s probability of survival could be
ascertained with certainty, settling on a “probabilit[y] of survival” that should count as
“viability” is another matter. Is a fetus viable with a 10 percent chance of survival? 25
percent? 50 percent? Can such a judgment be made by a State? And can a State specify a
gestational age limit that applies in all cases? Or must these difficult questions be left
entirely to the individual “attending physician on the particular facts of the case before
him”?
The viability line, which Casey termed Roe’s central rule, makes no sense, and it is
telling that other countries almost uniformly eschew such a line.52 The Court thus asserted
raw judicial power to impose, as a matter of constitutional law, a uniform viability rule
that allowed the States less freedom to regulate abortion than the majority of western
democracies enjoy.
d
. . . Despite Roe’s weaknesses, its reach was steadily extended in the years that
followed. The Court struck down laws requiring that second-trimester abortions be
performed only in hospitals; that minors obtain parental consent; that women give
written consent after being informed of the status of the developing prenatal life and the
risks of abortion; that women wait 24 hours for an abortion; that a physician determine
viability in a particular manner; that a physician performing a post-viability abortion use
the technique most likely to preserve the life of the fetus; and that fetal remains be treated
in a humane and sanitary manner. [T]he United States as amicus curiae asked the Court
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According to the Center for Reproductive Rights, only the United States and the Netherlands
use viability as a gestational limit on the availability of abortion on-request.
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to overrule Roe five times in the decade before Casey, and then asked the Court to
overrule it once more in Casey itself.
2
When Casey revisited Roe almost 20 years later, very little of Roe’s reasoning was
defended or preserved. [W]ith respect to the standard grounds for constitutional
decisionmaking—text, history, and precedent—Casey did not attempt to bolster Roe’s
reasoning. . . . The controlling opinion criticized and rejected Roe’s trimester scheme, and
substituted a new “undue burden” test, but the basis for this test was obscure. And as we
will explain, the test is full of ambiguities and is difficult to apply. . . .
C
Workability. Our precedents counsel that another important consideration in
deciding whether a precedent should be overruled is whether the rule it imposes is
workable—that is, whether it can be understood and applied in a consistent and
predictable manner. Casey’s “undue burden” test has scored poorly on the workability
scale.
1
Problems begin with the very concept of an “undue burden.” As Justice Scalia
noted in his Casey partial dissent, determining whether a burden is “due” or “undue” is
“inherently standardless.”
The Casey plurality tried to put meaning into the “undue burden” test by setting
out three subsidiary rules, but these rules created their own problems. The first rule is
that “a provision of law is invalid, if its purpose or effect is to place a substantial obstacle
in the path of a woman seeking an abortion before the fetus attains viability.” But whether
a particular obstacle qualifies as “substantial” is often open to reasonable debate. . . . Huge
burdens are plainly “substantial,” and trivial ones are not, but in between these extremes,
there is a wide gray area.
[T]he second rule, which applies at all stages of a pregnancy, muddies things
further. It states that measures designed “to ensure that the woman’s choice is informed”
are constitutional so long as they do not impose “an undue burden on the right.” To the
extent that this rule applies to pre-viability abortions, it overlaps with the first rule and
appears to impose a different standard. Consider a law that imposes an insubstantial
obstacle but serves little purpose. As applied to a pre-viability abortion, would such a
regulation be constitutional on the ground that it does not impose a “substantial
obstacle”? Or would it be unconstitutional on the ground that it creates an “undue
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burden” because the burden it imposes, though slight, outweighs its negligible benefits?
Casey does not say, and this ambiguity would lead to confusion down the line.
The third rule complicates the picture even more. Under that rule, “[u]nnecessary
health regulations that have the purpose or effect of presenting a substantial obstacle to
a woman seeking an abortion impose an undue burden on the right.” This rule . . . adds a
third ambiguous term when it refers to “unnecessary health regulations.” The term
“necessary” has a range of meanings—from “essential” to merely “useful.” Casey did not
explain the sense in which the term is used in this rule.
In addition to these problems, one more applies to all three rules. They all call on
courts to examine a law’s effect on women, but a regulation may have a very different
impact on different women for a variety of reasons, including their places of residence,
financial resources, family situations, work and personal obligations, knowledge about
fetal development and abortion, psychological and emotional disposition and condition,
and the firmness of their desire to obtain abortions. In order to determine whether a
regulation presents a substantial obstacle to women, a court needs to know which set of
women it should have in mind and how many of the women in this set must find that an
obstacle is “substantial.”
Casey provided no clear answer to these questions. It said that a regulation is
unconstitutional if it imposes a substantial obstacle “in a large fraction of cases in which
[it] is relevant,” but there is obviously no clear line between a fraction that is “large” and
one that is not. Nor is it clear what the Court meant by “cases in which” a regulation is
“relevant.”
2
The difficulty of applying Casey’s new rules surfaced in that very case. The
controlling opinion found that Pennsylvania’s 24-hour waiting period requirement and
its informed-consent provision did not impose “undue burden[s],” but Justice Stevens,
applying the same test, reached the opposite result. That did not bode well. . . .
The ambiguity of the “undue burden” test also produced disagreement in later
cases. [The Court notes that in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt (2016), the majority
adopted an approach under which courts should consider a law’s benefits as well as its
burden, but that in June Medical Services L.L.C. v. Russo (2020) the Chief Justice, who
cast the deciding vote, and the four dissenters rejected that cost-benefit approach.] This
Court’s experience applying Casey has confirmed Chief Justice Rehnquist’s prescient
diagnosis that the undue-burden standard was “not built to last.”
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3
. . . Casey has generated a long list of Circuit conflicts. [The Court addresses some
of these.] Casey’s “undue burden” test has proved to be unworkable. . . . Continued
adherence to that standard would undermine, not advance, the “evenhanded, predictable,
and consistent development of legal principles.” Payne v. Tennessee (1991).
D
Effect on other areas of law. Roe and Casey have led to the distortion of many
important but unrelated legal doctrines, and that effect provides further support for
overruling those decisions. See Ramos (opinion of Kavanaugh, J.); Janus. . . .
The Court’s abortion cases have diluted the strict standard for facial constitutional
challenges. They have ignored the Court’s third-party standing doctrine. They have
disregarded standard res judicata principles. They have flouted the ordinary rules on the
severability of unconstitutional provisions, as well as the rule that statutes should be read
where possible to avoid unconstitutionality. And they have distorted First Amendment
doctrines.
When vindicating a doctrinal innovation requires courts to engineer exceptions to
longstanding background rules, the doctrine “has failed to deliver the ‘principled and
intelligible’ development of the law that stare decisis purports to secure.” June Medical
(Thomas, J., dissenting).
E
Reliance interests. We last consider whether overruling Roe and Casey will upend
substantial reliance interests. See Ramos (opinion of Kavanaugh, J.); Janus.
1
Traditional reliance interests arise “where advance planning of great precision is
most obviously a necessity.” . . . In Casey, the controlling opinion conceded that . . .
traditional reliance interests were not implicated because getting an abortion is generally
“unplanned activity,” and “reproductive planning could take virtually immediate account
of any sudden restoration of state authority to ban abortions.” For these reasons, we agree
with the Casey plurality that conventional, concrete reliance interests are not present
here.
2
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Unable to find reliance in the conventional sense, the controlling opinion in Casey
perceived a more intangible form of reliance. It wrote that “people [had] organized
intimate relationships and made choices that define their views of themselves and their
places in society ... in reliance on the availability of abortion in the event that
contraception should fail” and that “[t]he ability of women to participate equally in the
economic and social life of the Nation has been facilitated by their ability to control their
reproductive lives.” But this Court is ill-equipped to assess “generalized assertions about
the national psyche.” Id. (opinion of Rehnquist, C. J.). Casey’s notion of reliance thus
finds little support in our cases, which instead emphasize very concrete reliance interests,
like those that develop in “cases involving property and contract rights.” Payne.
. . . [T]he novel and intangible form of reliance endorsed by the Casey plurality . .
. depends on an empirical question that is hard for anyone—and in particular, for a court—
to assess, namely, the effect of the abortion right on society and in particular on the lives
of women. The contending sides in this case make impassioned and conflicting arguments
about the effects of the abortion right on the lives of women. . . .
Our decision returns the issue of abortion to . . . legislative bodies, and it allows
women on both sides of the abortion issue to seek to affect the legislative process by
influencing public opinion, lobbying legislators, voting, and running for office. Women
are not without electoral or political power. It is noteworthy that the percentage of women
who register to vote and cast ballots is consistently higher than the percentage of men
who do so. . . .
3
Unable to show concrete reliance on Roe and Casey themselves, the Solicitor
General suggests that overruling those decisions would “threaten the Court’s precedents
holding that the Due Process Clause protects other rights.” That is not correct for reasons
we have already discussed. . . . [T]o ensure that our decision is not misunderstood or
mischaracterized, we emphasize that our decision concerns the constitutional right to
abortion and no other right. Nothing in this opinion should be understood to cast doubt
on precedents that do not concern abortion.
IV
Having shown that traditional stare decisis factors do not weigh in favor of
retaining Roe or Casey, we must address one final argument that featured prominently in
the Casey plurality opinion.
[S]tated simply, [the argument] was essentially as follows. The American people’s
belief in the rule of law would be shaken if they lost respect for this Court as an institution
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that decides important cases based on principle, not “social and political pressures.”
There is a special danger that the public will perceive a decision as having been made for
unprincipled reasons when the Court overrules a controversial “watershed” decision, such
as Roe. A decision overruling Roe would be perceived as having been made “under fire”
and as a “surrender to political pressure,” and therefore the preservation of public
approval of the Court weighs heavily in favor of retaining Roe.
This analysis starts out on the right foot but ultimately veers off course. The Casey
plurality was certainly right that it is important for the public to perceive that our
decisions are based on principle, and we should make every effort to achieve that objective
by issuing opinions that carefully show how a proper understanding of the law leads to
the results we reach. But we cannot exceed the scope of our authority under the
Constitution, and we cannot allow our decisions to be affected by any extraneous
influences such as concern about the public’s reaction to our work. Cf. Texas v. Johnson
(1989) [(holding that burning the American flag was constitutionally protected symbolic
speech)]; Brown. That is true both when we initially decide a constitutional issue and
when we consider whether to overrule a prior decision. . . .
The Casey plurality “call[ed] the contending sides of a national controversy to end
their national division,” and claimed the authority to impose a permanent settlement of
the issue of a constitutional abortion right simply by saying that the matter was closed. . .
. The Court has no authority to decree that an erroneous precedent is permanently
exempt from evaluation under traditional stare decisis principles. A precedent of this
Court is subject to the usual principles of stare decisis under which adherence to
precedent is the norm but not an inexorable command. If the rule were otherwise,
erroneous decisions like Plessy and Lochner would still be the law. That is not how stare
decisis operates.
The Casey plurality also misjudged the practical limits of this Court’s influence.
Roe certainly did not succeed in ending division on the issue of abortion. On the contrary,
Roe “inflamed” a national issue that has remained bitterly divisive for the past half
century. Casey (opinion of Scalia, J.); see also R. Ginsburg, Speaking in a Judicial Voice
(1992) (Roe may have “halted a political process,” “prolonged divisiveness,” and “deferred
stable settlement of the issue”). And for the past 30 years, Casey has done the same. . . .
We do not pretend to know how our political system or society will respond to
today’s decision overruling Roe and Casey. And even if we could foresee what will happen,
we would have no authority to let that knowledge influence our decision. We can only do
our job, which is to interpret the law, apply longstanding principles of stare decisis, and
decide this case accordingly.
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We therefore hold that the Constitution does not confer a right to abortion. Roe
and Casey must be overruled, and the authority to regulate abortion must be returned to
the people and their elected representatives.
V
A
1
The dissent argues that we have “abandon[ed]” stare decisis, but we have done no
such thing, and it is the dissent’s understanding of stare decisis that breaks with tradition.
The dissent’s foundational contention is that the Court should never (or perhaps almost
never) overrule an egregiously wrong constitutional precedent unless the Court can
“poin[t] to major legal or factual changes undermining [the] decision’s original basis.” To
support this contention, the dissent claims that Brown v. Board of Education, and other
landmark cases overruling prior precedents “responded to changed law and to changed
facts and attitudes that had taken hold throughout society.” The unmistakable implication
of this argument is that only the passage of time and new developments justified those
decisions. Recognition that the cases they overruled were egregiously wrong on the day
they were handed down was not enough.
The Court has never adopted this strange new version of stare decisis—and with
good reason. Does the dissent really maintain that overruling Plessy was not justified until
the country had experienced more than a half-century of state-sanctioned segregation and
generations of Black school children had suffered all its effects?
Here is another example. On the dissent’s view, it must have been wrong for West
Virginia Bd. of Ed. v. Barnette to overrule Minersville School Dist. v. Gobitis a bare three
years after it was handed down. In both cases, children who were Jehovah’s Witnesses
refused on religious grounds to salute the flag or recite the pledge of allegiance. The
Barnette Court did not claim that its reexamination of the issue was prompted by any
intervening legal or factual developments, so if the Court had followed the dissent’s new
version of stare decisis, it would have been compelled to adhere to Gobitis and
countenance continued First Amendment violations for some unspecified period.
Precedents should be respected, but sometimes the Court errs, and occasionally
the Court issues an important decision that is egregiously wrong. When that happens,
stare decisis is not a straitjacket. And indeed, the dissent eventually admits that a decision
could “be overruled just because it is terribly wrong,” though the dissent does not explain
when that would be so. . . .
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3
Finally, the dissent suggests that our decision calls into question Griswold,
Eisenstadt, Lawrence, and Obergefell. But we have stated unequivocally that “[n]othing
in this opinion should be understood to cast doubt on precedents that do not concern
abortion.” We have also explained why that is so: rights regarding contraception and
same-sex relationships are inherently different from the right to abortion because the
latter (as we have stressed) uniquely involves what Roe and Casey termed “potential life.”
Therefore, a right to abortion cannot be justified by a purported analogy to the rights
recognized in those other cases or by “appeals to a broader right to autonomy.” It is hard
to see how we could be clearer. Moreover, even putting aside that these cases are
distinguishable, there is a further point that the dissent ignores: Each precedent is subject
to its own stare decisis analysis, and the factors that our doctrine instructs us to consider
like reliance and workability are different for these cases than for our abortion
jurisprudence.
[The Court here responds to the Chief Justice’s opinion, which concurred only in
the judgment. This portion of the Court’s opinion is presented after the Chief Justice’s.]

VI
...
A
Under our precedents, rational-basis review is the appropriate standard for
[constitutional challenges to abortion regulations]. As we have explained, procuring an
abortion is not a fundamental constitutional right because such a right has no basis in the
Constitution’s text or in our Nation’s history.
It follows that the States may regulate abortion for legitimate reasons, and when
such regulations are challenged under the Constitution, courts cannot “substitute their
social and economic beliefs for the judgment of legislative bodies.” Ferguson v. Skrupa
(1963) . . . . A law regulating abortion, like other health and welfare laws, is entitled to a
“strong presumption of validity.” Heller v. Doe (1993). It must be sustained if there is a
rational basis on which the legislature could have thought that it would serve legitimate
state interests. These legitimate interests include respect for and preservation of prenatal
life at all stages of development; the protection of maternal health and safety; the
elimination of particularly gruesome or barbaric medical procedures; the preservation of
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the integrity of the medical profession; the mitigation of fetal pain; and the prevention of
discrimination on the basis of race, sex, or disability.
B
These legitimate interests justify Mississippi’s Gestational Age Act. Except “in a
medical emergency or in the case of a severe fetal abnormality,” the statute prohibits
abortion “if the probable gestational age of the unborn human being has been determined
to be greater than fifteen (15) weeks.” The Mississippi Legislature’s findings recount the
stages of “human prenatal development” and assert the State’s interest in “protecting the
life of the unborn.” The legislature also found that abortions performed after 15 weeks
typically use the dilation and evacuation procedure, and the legislature found the use of
this procedure “for nontherapeutic or elective reasons [to be] a barbaric practice,
dangerous for the maternal patient, and demeaning to the medical profession.” These
legitimate interests provide a rational basis for the Gestational Age Act, and it follows that
respondents’ constitutional challenge must fail.
VII
We end this opinion where we began. Abortion presents a profound moral
question. The Constitution does not prohibit the citizens of each State from regulating or
prohibiting abortion. Roe and Casey arrogated that authority. We now overrule those
decisions and return that authority to the people and their elected representatives. The
judgment of the Fifth Circuit is reversed, and the case is remanded for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.
It is so ordered.

Justice Thomas, concurring.
I join the opinion of the Court because it correctly holds that there is no
constitutional right to abortion. . . .
I write separately to emphasize a second, more fundamental reason why there is
no abortion guarantee lurking in the Due Process Clause. . . . [T]he Due Process Clause at
most guarantees process. It does not, as the Court’s substantive due process cases
suppose, “forbi[d] the government to infringe certain ‘fundamental’ liberty interests at
all, no matter what process is provided.” . . . The resolution of this case is thus
straightforward. Because the Due Process Clause does not secure any substantive rights,
it does not secure a right to abortion. . . .
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. . . [I]n future cases, we should reconsider all of this Court’s substantive due
process precedents, including Griswold, Lawrence, and Obergefell. Because any
substantive due process decision is “demonstrably erroneous,” Ramos v. Louisiana
(2020) (Thomas, J., concurring in judgment), we have a duty to “correct the error”
established in those precedents, Gamble v. United States (2019) (Thomas, J., concurring).
After overruling these demonstrably erroneous decisions, the question would remain
whether other constitutional provisions guarantee the myriad rights that our substantive
due process cases have generated. For example, we could consider whether any of the
rights announced in this Court’s substantive due process cases are “privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States” protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. To
answer that question, we would need to decide important antecedent questions, including
whether the Privileges or Immunities Clause protects any rights that are not enumerated
in the Constitution and, if so, how to identify those rights. That said, even if the Clause
does protect unenumerated rights, the Court conclusively demonstrates that abortion is
not one of them under any plausible interpretive approach.
. . . [A]part from being a demonstrably incorrect reading of the Due Process Clause,
the “legal fiction” of substantive due process is “particularly dangerous.” McDonald
(opinion of Thomas, J.). . . . “[S]ubstantive due process exalts judges at the expense of the
People from whom they derive their authority.” . . . Nowhere is this exaltation of judicial
policymaking clearer than this Court’s abortion jurisprudence. . . . Respondents and the
United States propose no fewer than three different interests that supposedly spring from
the Due Process Clause. They include “bodily integrity,” “personal autonomy in matters
of family, medical care, and faith,” Brief for Respondents, and “women’s equal
citizenship,” Brief for United States as Amicus Curiae. That 50 years have passed since
Roe and abortion advocates still cannot coherently articulate the right (or rights) at stake
proves the obvious: The right to abortion is ultimately a policy goal in desperate search of
a constitutional justification. . . .
[Moreover, s]ubstantive due process is often wielded to “disastrous ends.” Gamble,
(Thomas, J., concurring). For instance, in Dred Scott v. Sandford, the Court invoked a
species of substantive due process to announce that Congress was powerless to
emancipate slaves brought into the federal territories. . . . Now today, the Court rightly
overrules Roe and Casey . . . after more than 63 million abortions have been performed.
The harm caused by this Court’s forays into substantive due process remains
immeasurable.
***
Because the Court properly applies our substantive due process precedents to
reject the fabrication of a constitutional right to abortion, and because this case does not
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present the opportunity to reject substantive due process entirely, I join the Court’s
opinion. . . . Substantive due process conflicts with [the Constitution’s] textual command
and has harmed our country in many ways. Accordingly, we should eliminate it from our
jurisprudence at the earliest opportunity.

Justice Kavanaugh, concurring.
I write separately to explain my additional views about why Roe was wrongly
decided, why Roe should be overruled at this time, and the future implications of today’s
decision.
I
Abortion is a profoundly difficult and contentious issue because it presents an
irreconcilable conflict between the interests of a pregnant woman who seeks an abortion
and the interests in protecting fetal life. The interests on both sides of the abortion issue
are extraordinarily weighty. . . .
The issue before this Court, however, is not the policy or morality of abortion. The
issue before this Court is what the Constitution says about abortion. The Constitution
does not take sides on the issue of abortion. The text of the Constitution does not refer to
or encompass abortion. To be sure, this Court has held that the Constitution protects
unenumerated rights that are deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition, and
implicit in the concept of ordered liberty. But a right to abortion is not deeply rooted in
American history and tradition, as the Court today thoroughly explains.
On the question of abortion, the Constitution is therefore neither pro-life nor prochoice. The Constitution is neutral and leaves the issue for the people and their elected
representatives to resolve through the democratic process in the States or Congress—like
the numerous other difficult questions of American social and economic policy that the
Constitution does not address.
Because the Constitution is neutral on the issue of abortion, this Court also must
be scrupulously neutral. The nine unelected Members of this Court do not possess the
constitutional authority to override the democratic process and to decree either a pro-life
or a pro-choice abortion policy for all 330 million people in the United States.
Instead of adhering to the Constitution’s neutrality, the Court in Roe took sides on
the issue and unilaterally decreed that abortion was legal throughout the United States
up to the point of viability (about 24 weeks of pregnancy). The Court’s decision today
properly returns the Court to a position of neutrality and restores the people’s authority
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to address the issue of abortion through the processes of democratic self-government
established by the Constitution.
Some amicus briefs argue that the Court today should not only overrule Roe and
return to a position of judicial neutrality on abortion, but should go further and hold that
the Constitution outlaws abortion throughout the United States. No Justice of this Court
has ever advanced that position. I respect those who advocate for that position, just as I
respect those who argue that this Court should hold that the Constitution legalizes previability abortion throughout the United States. But both positions are wrong as a
constitutional matter, in my view. The Constitution neither outlaws abortion nor legalizes
abortion.
To be clear, then, the Court’s decision today does not outlaw abortion throughout
the United States. On the contrary, the Court’s decision properly leaves the question of
abortion for the people and their elected representatives in the democratic process.
Through that democratic process, the people and their representatives may decide to
allow or limit abortion. . . .
This Court therefore does not possess the authority either to declare a
constitutional right to abortion or to declare a constitutional prohibition of abortion.
II
The more difficult question in this case is stare decisis—that is, whether to overrule
the Roe decision.
The principle of stare decisis requires respect for the Court’s precedents and for
the accumulated wisdom of the judges who have previously addressed the same issue.
Stare decisis is rooted in Article III of the Constitution and is fundamental to the
American judicial system and to the stability of American law.
Adherence to precedent is the norm, and stare decisis imposes a high bar before
this Court may overrule a precedent. This Court’s history shows, however, that stare
decisis is not absolute, and indeed cannot be absolute.
In his canonical Burnet opinion in 1932, Justice Brandeis stated that in “cases
involving the Federal Constitution, where correction through legislative action is
practically impossible, this Court has often overruled its earlier decisions.” Burnet v.
Coronado Oil & Gas Co. (1932) (dissenting opinion). That description of the Court’s
practice remains accurate today. Every current Member of this Court has voted to
overrule precedent. And over the last 100 years beginning with Chief Justice Taft’s
appointment in 1921, every one of the 48 Justices appointed to this Court has voted to
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overrule precedent. Many of those Justices have voted to overrule a substantial number
of very significant and longstanding precedents. See, e.g., Obergefell (overruling Baker v.
Nelson); Brown v. Board of Education (overruling Plessy v. Ferguson); West Coast Hotel
Co. v. Parrish (1937) (overruling Adkins v. Children’s Hospital of D. C. and in effect
Lochner v. New York).
But that history alone does not answer the critical question: When precisely should
the Court overrule an erroneous constitutional precedent? The history of stare decisis in
this Court establishes that a constitutional precedent may be overruled only when (i) the
prior decision is not just wrong, but is egregiously wrong, (ii) the prior decision has caused
significant negative jurisprudential or real-world consequences, and (iii) overruling the
prior decision would not unduly upset legitimate reliance interests. See Ramos v.
Louisiana (2020) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring in part). Applying those factors, I agree with
the Court today that Roe should be overruled. . . . 3
[T]he stare decisis analysis here is somewhat more complicated because of Casey.
. . But as has become increasingly evident over time, Casey’s well-intentioned effort did
not resolve the abortion debate. [T]he question of whether to overrule Roe cannot be
dictated by Casey alone. To illustrate that stare decisis point, consider an example.
Suppose that in 1924 this Court had expressly reaffirmed Plessy v. Ferguson and upheld
the States’ authority to segregate people on the basis of race. Would the Court in Brown
some 30 years later in 1954 have reaffirmed Plessy and upheld racially segregated schools
simply because of that intervening 1924 precedent? Surely the answer is no.
III
[T]he parties’ arguments have raised other related questions, and I address some
of them here.
First is the question of how this decision will affect other precedents involving
issues such as contraception and marriage—in particular, the decisions in Griswold,
Eisenstadt, Loving, and Obergefell. I emphasize what the Court today states: Overruling
3 I also agree with the Court’s conclusion today with respect to reliance. Broad notions of societal
reliance have been invoked in support of Roe, but the Court has not analyzed reliance in that way in the
past. For example, American businesses and workers relied on Lochner v. New York and Adkins v.
Children’s Hospital of D. C. to construct a laissez-faire economy that was free of substantial regulation. In
West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, the Court nonetheless overruled Adkins and in effect Lochner. An entire
region of the country relied on Plessy v. Ferguson to enforce a system of racial segregation. In Brown v.
Board of Education, the Court overruled Plessy. Much of American society was built around the traditional
view of marriage that was upheld in Baker v. Nelson, and that was reflected in laws ranging from tax laws
to estate laws to family laws. In Obergefell, the Court nonetheless overruled Baker.
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Roe does not mean the overruling of those precedents, and does not threaten or cast doubt
on those precedents.
Second, as I see it, some of the other abortion-related legal questions raised by
today’s decision are not especially difficult as a constitutional matter. For example, may a
State bar a resident of that State from traveling to another State to obtain an abortion? In
my view, the answer is no based on the constitutional right to interstate travel. May a
State retroactively impose liability or punishment for an abortion that occurred before
today’s decision takes effect? In my view, the answer is no based on the Due Process
Clause or the Ex Post Facto Clause. . . .

Chief Justice Roberts, concurring in the judgment.
. . . I agree with the Court that the viability line established by Roe and Casey
should be discarded under a straightforward stare decisis analysis. That line never made
any sense. Our abortion precedents describe the right at issue as a woman’s right to
choose to terminate her pregnancy. That right should therefore extend far enough to
ensure a reasonable opportunity to choose, but need not extend any further—certainly not
all the way to viability. Mississippi’s law allows a woman three months to obtain an
abortion, well beyond the point at which it is considered “late” to discover a pregnancy. I
see no sound basis for questioning the adequacy of that opportunity.
But that is all I would say, out of adherence to a simple yet fundamental principle
of judicial restraint: If it is not necessary to decide more to dispose of a case, then it is
necessary not to decide more. Perhaps we are not always perfect in following that
command, and certainly there are cases that warrant an exception. But this is not one of
them. Surely we should adhere closely to principles of judicial restraint here, where the
broader path the Court chooses entails repudiating a constitutional right we have not only
previously recognized, but also expressly reaffirmed applying the doctrine of stare decisis.
The Court’s opinion is thoughtful and thorough, but those virtues cannot compensate for
the fact that its dramatic and consequential ruling is unnecessary to decide the case before
us. . . .
Let me begin with my agreement with the Court, on the only question we need
decide here: whether to retain the rule from Roe and Casey that a woman’s right to
terminate her pregnancy extends up to the point that the fetus is regarded as “viable”
outside the womb. I agree that this rule should be discarded. . . .
None of this, however, requires that we also take the dramatic step of altogether
eliminating the abortion right first recognized in Roe. Mississippi itself previously argued
as much to this Court in this litigation.
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When the State petitioned for our review, its basic request was straightforward:
“clarify whether abortion prohibitions before viability are always unconstitutional.” . . .
And it went out of its way to make clear that it was not asking the Court to repudiate
entirely the right to choose whether to terminate a pregnancy: “To be clear, the questions
presented in this petition do not require the Court to overturn Roe or Casey.” . . . After we
granted certiorari, however, Mississippi changed course. In its principal brief, the State
bluntly announced that the Court should overrule Roe and Casey. The Constitution does
not protect a right to an abortion, it argued, and a State should be able to prohibit elective
abortions if a rational basis supports doing so.
The Court now rewards that gambit, noting three times that the parties presented
“no half-measures” and argued that “we must either reaffirm or overrule Roe and Casey.”
Given those two options, the majority picks the latter.
[But] there is a clear path to deciding this case correctly without overruling Roe all
the way down to the studs: recognize that the viability line must be discarded, as the
majority rightly does, and leave for another day whether to reject any right to an abortion
at all. Of course, such an approach would not be available if the rationale of Roe and Casey
was inextricably entangled with and dependent upon the viability standard. It is not. Our
precedents in this area ground the abortion right in a woman’s “right to choose.” . . . And
there is nothing inherent in the right to choose that requires it to extend to viability or any
other point, so long as a real choice is provided. . . .
To be sure, in reaffirming the right to an abortion, Casey termed the viability rule
Roe’s “central holding.” Other cases of ours have repeated that language. But simply
declaring it does not make it so. . . . Roe adopted two distinct rules of constitutional law:
one, that a woman has the right to choose to terminate a pregnancy; two, that such right
may be overridden by the State’s legitimate interests when the fetus is viable outside the
womb. The latter is obviously distinct from the former. I would abandon that timing rule,
but see no need in this case to consider the basic right. . . .
Overruling the subsidiary rule is sufficient to resolve this case in Mississippi’s
favor. The law at issue allows abortions up through fifteen weeks, providing an adequate
opportunity to exercise the right Roe protects. By the time a pregnant woman has reached
that point, her pregnancy is well into the second trimester. Pregnancy tests are now
inexpensive and accurate, and a woman ordinarily discovers she is pregnant by six weeks
of gestation. Almost all know by the end of the first trimester. Safe and effective
abortifacients, moreover, are now readily available, particularly during those early stages.
Given all this, it is no surprise that the vast majority of abortions happen in the first
trimester. Presumably most of the remainder would also take place earlier if later
abortions were not a legal option. Ample evidence thus suggests that a 15-week ban
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provides sufficient time, absent rare circumstances, for a woman “to decide for herself”
whether to terminate her pregnancy. . . .

III
. . . The Court’s decision to overrule Roe and Casey is a serious jolt to the legal
system—regardless of how you view those cases. A narrower decision rejecting the
misguided viability line would be markedly less unsettling, and nothing more is needed
to decide this case. . . .
***
Both the Court’s opinion and the dissent display a relentless freedom from doubt
on the legal issue that I cannot share. I am not sure, for example, that a ban on terminating
a pregnancy from the moment of conception must be treated the same under the
Constitution as a ban after fifteen weeks. A thoughtful Member of this Court once
counseled that the difficulty of a question “admonishes us to observe the wise limitations
on our function and to confine ourselves to deciding only what is necessary to the
disposition of the immediate case.” Whitehouse v. Illinois Central R. Co. (1955)
(Frankfurter, J., for the Court). I would decide the question we granted review to answer—
whether the previously recognized abortion right bars all abortion restrictions prior to
viability, such that a ban on abortions after fifteen weeks of pregnancy is necessarily
unlawful. The answer to that question is no, and there is no need to go further to decide
this case.
I therefore concur only in the judgment.

[Here are portions of the Court’s response to the Chief
Justice’s opinion, which it referred to as “the concurrence.”]
1
[I]t is revealing that nothing like [the Chief Justice’s approach] was recommended
by either party [or by any of the amici.] The concurrence would do exactly what it criticizes
Roe for doing: pulling “out of thin air” a test that “[n]o party or amicus asked the Court
to adopt.”
2
The concurrence’s most fundamental defect is its failure to offer any principled
basis for its approach. The concurrence would “discar[d]” “the rule from Roe and Casey
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that a woman’s right to terminate her pregnancy extends up to the point that the fetus is
regarded as ‘viable’ outside the womb.” But this rule was a critical component of the
holdings in Roe and Casey, and stare decisis is “a doctrine of preservation, not
transformation,” Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm’n (2010) (Roberts, C. J.,
concurring). Therefore, a new rule that discards the viability rule cannot be defended on
stare decisis grounds. . . .
[If] the new “reasonable opportunity” rule propounded by the concurrence . . . is
to become the law of the land, it must stand on its own, but the concurrence makes no
attempt to show that this rule represents a correct interpretation of the Constitution. The
concurrence does not claim that the right to a reasonable opportunity to obtain an
abortion is “‘deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition’” and “‘implicit in the
concept of ordered liberty.’” Glucksberg. Nor does it propound any other theory that could
show that the Constitution supports its new rule. And if the Constitution protects a
woman’s right to obtain an abortion, the opinion does not explain why that right should
end after the point at which all “reasonable” women will have decided whether to seek an
abortion. While the concurrence is moved by a desire for judicial minimalism, “we cannot
embrace a narrow ground of decision simply because it is narrow; it must also be right.”
Citizens United (Roberts, C. J., concurring). For the reasons that we have explained, the
concurrence’s approach is not.
3
The concurrence would “leave for another day whether to reject any right to an
abortion at all,” but “another day” would not be long in coming. . . . If we held only that
Mississippi’s 15-week rule is constitutional, we would soon be called upon to pass on the
constitutionality of a panoply of laws with shorter deadlines or no deadline at all. . . .
In sum, the concurrence’s quest for a middle way would only put off the day when
we would be forced to confront the question we now decide. The turmoil wrought by Roe
and Casey would be prolonged. It is far betterCfor this Court and the countryCto face up
to the real issue without further delay.

Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and Justice Kagan, dissenting.
For half a century, Roe and Casey have protected the liberty and equality of
women. Roe held, and Casey reaffirmed, that the Constitution safeguards a woman’s right
to decide for herself whether to bear a child. Roe held, and Casey reaffirmed, that in the
first stages of pregnancy, the government could not make that choice for women. The
government could not control a woman’s body or the course of a woman’s life: It could
not determine what the woman’s future would be. See Casey; Gonzales v. Carhart (2007)
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(Ginsburg, J., dissenting). Respecting a woman as an autonomous being, and granting
her full equality, meant giving her substantial choice over this most personal and most
consequential of all life decisions.
Roe and Casey well understood the difficulty and divisiveness of the abortion issue.
. . . And the Court recognized that “the State has legitimate interests from the outset of
the pregnancy in protecting” the “life of the fetus that may become a child.” So the Court
struck a balance, as it often does when values and goals compete. . . .
Today, the Court discards that balance. It says that from the very moment of
fertilization, a woman has no rights to speak of. A State can force her to bring a pregnancy
to term, even at the steepest personal and familial costs. . . . Some States have enacted
laws extending to all forms of abortion procedure, including taking medication in one’s
own home. They have passed laws without any exceptions for when the woman is the
victim of rape or incest. Under those laws, a woman will have to bear her rapist’s child or
a young girl her father’s—no matter if doing so will destroy her life. So too, after today’s
ruling, some States may compel women to carry to term a fetus with severe physical
anomalies—for example, one afflicted with Tay-Sachs disease, sure to die within a few
years of birth. States may even argue that a prohibition on abortion need make no
provision for protecting a woman from risk of death or physical harm. Across a vast array
of circumstances, a State will be able to impose its moral choice on a woman and coerce
her to give birth to a child.
Enforcement of all these draconian restrictions will also be left largely to the States’
devices. A State can of course impose criminal penalties on abortion providers, including
lengthy prison sentences. But some States will not stop there. Perhaps, in the wake of
today‘s decision, a state law will criminalize the woman’s conduct too, incarcerating or
fining her for daring to seek or obtain an abortion. And as Texas has recently shown, a
State can turn neighbor against neighbor, enlisting fellow citizens in the effort to root out
anyone who tries to get an abortion, or to assist another in doing so.*
. . . Above all others, women lacking financial resources will suffer from today’s
decision. In any event, interstate restrictions will also soon be in the offing. After this
decision, some States may block women from traveling out of State to obtain abortions,
or even from receiving abortion medications from out of State. Some may criminalize
efforts, including the provision of information or funding, to help women gain access to
other States’ abortion services. Most threatening of all, no language in today’s decision
Ed. note - The dissent is referring to a 2021 Texas statute that authorized private citizens to bring civil
damages suits against anyone who “performed or assisted with prohibited abortions.” See Whole
Women’s Health v. Jackson (2021).
*
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stops the Federal Government from prohibiting abortions nationwide, once again from
the moment of conception and without exceptions for rape or incest. . . .
Whatever the exact scope of the coming laws, one result of today’s decision is
certain: the curtailment of women’s rights, and of their status as free and equal citizens.
Yesterday, the Constitution guaranteed that a woman confronted with an unplanned
pregnancy could (within reasonable limits) make her own decision about whether to bear
a child, with all the life-transforming consequences that act involves. And in thus
safeguarding each woman’s reproductive freedom, the Constitution also protected “[t]he
ability of women to participate equally in [this Nation’s] economic and social life.” Casey.
But no longer. As of today, this Court holds, a State can always force a woman to give
birth, prohibiting even the earliest abortions. A State can thus transform what, when
freely undertaken, is a wonder into what, when forced, may be a nightmare. Some women,
especially women of means, will find ways around the State’s assertion of power. Others—
those without money or childcare or the ability to take time off from work— will not be so
fortunate. Maybe they will try an unsafe method of abortion, and come to physical harm,
or even die. Maybe they will undergo pregnancy and have a child, but at significant
personal or familial cost. At the least, they will incur the cost of losing control of their
lives. The Constitution will, today’s majority holds, provide no shield, despite its
guarantees of liberty and equality for all.
And no one should be confident that this majority is done with its work. The right
Roe and Casey recognized does not stand alone. To the contrary, the Court has linked it
for decades to other settled freedoms involving bodily integrity, familial relationships,
and procreation. . . . They are all part of the same constitutional fabric, protecting
autonomous decisionmaking over the most personal of life decisions. The majority (or to
be more accurate, most of it) is eager to tell us today that nothing it does “cast[s] doubt
on precedents that do not concern abortion.” Ante (Thomas, J., concurring) (advocating
the overruling of Griswold, Lawrence, and Obergefell). But how could that be? The lone
rationale for what the majority does today is that the right to elect an abortion is not
“deeply rooted in history”: Not until Roe, the majority argues, did people think abortion
fell within the Constitution’s guarantee of liberty. The same could be said, though, of most
of the rights the majority claims it is not tampering with. The majority could write just as
long an opinion showing, for example, that until the mid-20th century, “there was no
support in American law for a constitutional right to obtain [contraceptives].” So one of
two things must be true. Either the majority does not really believe in its own reasoning.
Or if it does, all rights that have no history stretching back to the mid-19th century are
insecure. Either the mass of the majority’s opinion is hypocrisy, or additional
constitutional rights are under threat. It is one or the other.
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. . . The majority has no good reason for the upheaval in law and society it sets off.
Roe and Casey have been the law of the land for decades, shaping women’s expectations
of their choices when an unplanned pregnancy occurs. Women have relied on the
availability of abortion both in structuring their relationships and in planning their lives.
The legal framework Roe and Casey developed to balance the competing interests in this
sphere has proved workable in courts across the country. No recent developments, in
either law or fact, have eroded or cast doubt on those precedents. Nothing, in short, has
changed. Indeed, the Court in Casey already found all of that to be true. Casey is a
precedent about precedent. It reviewed the same arguments made here in support of
overruling Roe, and it found that doing so was not warranted. The Court reverses course
today for one reason and one reason only: because the composition of this Court has
changed. . . .
I
We start with Roe and Casey, and with their deep connections to a broad swath of
this Court’s precedents. To hear the majority tell the tale, Roe and Casey are aberrations:
They came from nowhere, went nowhere—and so are easy to excise from this Nation’s
constitutional law. That is not true. . . . Roe and Casey were from the beginning, and are
even more now, embedded in core constitutional concepts of individual freedom, and of
the equal rights of citizens to decide on the shape of their lives. Those legal concepts, one
might even say, have gone far toward defining what it means to be an American. For in
this Nation, we do not believe that a government controlling all private choices is
compatible with a free people. So we do not (as the majority insists today) place
everything within “the reach of majorities and [government] officials.” West Virginia Bd.
of Ed. v. Barnette. We believe in a Constitution that puts some issues off limits to majority
rule. Even in the face of public opposition, we uphold the right of individuals—yes,
including women—to make their own choices and chart their own futures. Or at least, we
did once.
A
. . . The [Roe] Court recognized the myriad ways bearing a child can alter the “life
and future” of a woman and other members of her family. A State could not, “by adopting
one theory of life,” override all “rights of the pregnant woman.” At the same time, though,
the Court recognized “valid interest[s]” of the State “in regulating the abortion decision.”
The Court noted in particular “important interests” in “protecting potential life,”
“maintaining medical standards,” and “safeguarding [the] health” of the woman. No
“absolut[ist]” account of the woman’s right could wipe away those significant state claims.
The Court therefore struck a balance, turning on the stage of the pregnancy at which the
abortion would occur. . . .
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In the 20 years between Roe and Casey, the Court expressly reaffirmed Roe on two
occasions, and applied it on many more. . . .
Then, in Casey, the Court considered the matter anew, and again upheld Roe’s core
precepts. Casey is in significant measure a precedent about the doctrine of precedent—
until today, one of the Court’s most important. But we leave for later that aspect of the
Court’s decision. The key thing now is the substantive aspect of the Court’s considered
conclusion that “the essential holding of Roe v. Wade should be retained and once again
reaffirmed.’
Central to that conclusion was a full-throated restatement of a woman’s right to
choose. . . . “It is settled now,” the Court said—though it was not always so—that “the
Constitution places limits on a State’s right to interfere with a person’s most basic
decisions about family and parenthood, as well as bodily integrity.” Especially important
in this web of precedents protecting an individual’s most “personal choices” were those
guaranteeing the right to contraception. . . .
So Casey again struck a balance, differing from Roe’s in only incremental ways. It
retained Roe’s “central holding” that the State could bar abortion only after viability. The
viability line, Casey thought, was “more workable” than any other in marking the place
where the woman’s liberty interest gave way to a State’s efforts to preserve potential life.
...
We make one initial point about this analysis in light of the majority’s insistence
that Roe and Casey, and we in defending them, are dismissive of a “State’s interest in
protecting prenatal life.” Nothing could get those decisions more wrong. . . . Roe and
Casey invoked powerful state interests in that protection, operative at every stage of the
pregnancy and overriding the woman’s liberty after viability. But what Roe and Casey also
recognized—which today’s majority does not—is that a woman’s freedom and equality are
likewise involved. That fact—the presence of countervailing interests—is what made the
abortion question hard, and what necessitated balancing. . . . To the majority “balance” is
a dirty word, as moderation is a foreign concept. The majority would allow States to ban
abortion from conception onward because it does not think forced childbirth at all
implicates a woman’s rights to equality and freedom. Today’s Court, that is, does not think
there is anything of constitutional significance attached to a woman’s control of her body
and the path of her life. Roe and Casey thought that one-sided view misguided. In some
sense, that is the difference in a nutshell between our precedents and the majority
opinion. The constitutional regime we have lived in for the last 50 years recognized
competing interests, and sought a balance between them. The constitutional regime we
enter today erases the woman’s interest and recognizes only the State’s (or the Federal
Government’s).
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B
The majority makes this change based on a single question: Did the reproductive
right recognized in Roe and Casey exist in “1868, the year when the Fourteenth
Amendment was ratified”? The majority says (and with this much we agree) that the
answer to this question is no: In 1868, there was no nationwide right to end a pregnancy,
and no thought that the Fourteenth Amendment provided one.
Of course, the majority opinion refers as well to some later and earlier history. On
the one side of 1868, it goes back as far as the 13th (the 13th!) century. But that turns out
to be wheel-spinning. First, it is not clear what relevance such early history should have,
even to the majority. . . . Second—and embarrassingly for the majority—early law in fact
does provide some support for abortion rights. Common-law authorities did not treat
abortion as a crime before “quickening”-- the point when the fetus moved in the womb.
And early American law followed the common-law rule.3 So the criminal law of that early
time might be taken as roughly consonant with Roe’s and Casey’s different treatment of
early and late abortions. Better, then, to move forward in time. On the other side of 1868,
the majority occasionally notes that many States barred abortion up to the time of Roe.
That is convenient for the majority, but it is window dressing. As the same majority (plus
one) just informed us, “post-ratification adoption or acceptance of laws that are
inconsistent with the original meaning of the constitutional text obviously cannot
overcome or alter that text.” New York State Rifle & Pistol Assn., Inc. v. Bruen (2022)
[(striking down state regulation of carrying firearms outside of the home)]. Had the preRoe liberalization of abortion laws occurred more quickly and more widely in the 20th
century, the majority would say (once again) that only the ratifiers’ views are germane.
The majority’s core legal postulate, then, is that we in the 21st century must read
the Fourteenth Amendment just as its ratifiers did . . . : If those people did not understand
reproductive rights as part of the guarantee of liberty conferred in the Fourteenth
Amendment, then those rights do not exist.
As an initial matter, note a mistake in the just preceding sentence. We referred
there to the “people” who ratified the Fourteenth Amendment: What rights did those
“people” have in their heads at the time? But, of course, “people” did not ratify the
Fourteenth Amendment. Men did. So it is perhaps not so surprising that the ratifiers were
not perfectly attuned to the importance of reproductive rights for women’s liberty, or for
their capacity to participate as equal members of our Nation. Indeed, the ratifiers—both
The majority offers no evidence to the contrary—no example of a founding-era law making
prequickening abortion a crime (except when a woman died). And even in the mid-19th century, more than
10 States continued to allow pre-quickening abortions.
3
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in 1868 and when the original Constitution was approved in 1788—did not understand
women as full members of the community embraced by the phrase “We the People.” . . .
Those responsible for the original Constitution, including the Fourteenth Amendment,
did not perceive women as equals, and did not recognize women’s rights. When the
majority says that we must read our foundational charter as viewed at the time of
ratification (except that we may also check it against the Dark Ages), it consigns women
to second-class citizenship. . . .
So how is it that, as Casey said, our Constitution, read now, grants rights to women,
though it did not in 1868? How is it that our Constitution subjects discrimination against
them to heightened judicial scrutiny? How is it that our Constitution, through the
Fourteenth Amendment’s liberty clause, guarantees access to contraception (also not
legally protected in 1868) so that women can decide for themselves whether and when to
bear a child? How is it that until today, that same constitutional clause protected a
woman’s right, in the event contraception failed, to end a pregnancy in its earlier stages?
The answer is that this Court has rejected the majority’s pinched view of how to
read our Constitution. “The Founders,” we recently wrote, “knew they were writing a
document designed to apply to ever-changing circumstances over centuries.” NLRB v.
Noel Canning (2014). . . . And over the course of our history, this Court . . . has kept true
to the Framers’ principles by applying them in new ways, responsive to new societal
understandings and conditions.
Nowhere has that approach been more prevalent than in construing the majestic
but open-ended words of the Fourteenth Amendment—the guarantees of “liberty” and
“equality” for all. And nowhere has that approach produced prouder moments, for this
country and the Court. [Obergefell specifically rejected the view, based on Glucksberg,]
that the Fourteenth Amendment “must be defined in a most circumscribed manner, with
central reference to specific historical practices”—exactly the view today’s majority
follows. . . . The Fourteenth Amendment’s ratifiers did not think it gave black and white
people a right to marry each other. To the contrary, contemporaneous practice deemed
that act quite as unprotected as abortion. Yet the Court in Loving v. Virginia read the
Fourteenth Amendment to embrace the Lovings’ union. . . . The Constitution does not
freeze for all time the original view of what those rights guarantee, or how they apply.
That does not mean anything goes. . . . [A]pplications of liberty and equality can
evolve while remaining grounded in constitutional principles, constitutional history, and
constitutional precedents. The second Justice Harlan discussed how to strike the right
balance when he explained why he would have invalidated a State’s ban on contraceptive
use. Judges, he said, are not “free to roam where unguided speculation might take them.”
Poe v. Ullman (1961) (dissenting opinion). Yet they also must recognize that the
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constitutional “tradition” of this country is not captured whole at a single moment.
Rather, its meaning gains content from the long sweep of our history and from successive
judicial precedents—each looking to the last and each seeking to apply the Constitution’s
most fundamental commitments to new conditions. That is why Americans, to go back to
Obergefell’s example, have a right to marry across racial lines. And it is why, to go back
to Justice Harlan’s case, Americans have a right to use contraceptives so they can choose
for themselves whether to have children.
All that is what Casey understood. Casey explicitly rejected the present majority’s
method. “[T]he specific practices of States at the time of the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment,” Casey stated, do not “mark[ ] the outer limits of the substantive sphere of
liberty which the Fourteenth Amendment protects.”5 . . . In reviewing decades and
decades of constitutional law, Casey could draw but one conclusion: Whatever was true
in 1868, “[i]t is settled now, as it was when the Court heard arguments in Roe v. Wade,
that the Constitution places limits on a State’s right to interfere with a person’s most basic
decisions about family and parenthood.”
. . . A multitude of decisions supporting that principle led to Roe’s recognition and
Casey’s reaffirmation of the right to choose; and Roe and Casey in turn supported
additional protections for intimate and familial relations. The majority has
embarrassingly little to say about those precedents. It (literally) rattles them off in a single
paragraph; and it implies that they have nothing to do with each other, or with the right
to terminate an early pregnancy. But that is flat wrong. The Court’s precedents about
bodily autonomy, sexual and familial relations, and procreation are all interwoven—all
part of the fabric of our constitutional law, and because that is so, of our lives. Especially
women’s lives, where they safeguard a right to self-determination.
And eliminating that right, we need to say before further describing our
precedents, is not taking a “neutral” position, as Justice Kavanaugh tries to argue. His
idea is that neutrality lies in giving the abortion issue to the States, where some can go
one way and some another. But would he say that the Court is being “scrupulously
neutral” if it allowed New York and California to ban all the guns they want? . . . What . .
In a perplexing paragraph in its opinion, the majority declares that it need not say whether that
statement from Casey is true. But how could that be? Has not the majority insisted for the prior 30 or so
pages that the “specific practice[ ]” respecting abortion at the time of the Fourteenth Amendment precludes
its recognition as a constitutional right? It has. And indeed, it has given no other reason for overruling Roe
and Casey. We are not mindreaders, but here is our best guess as to what the majority means. It says next
that “[a]bortion is nothing new.” So apparently, the Fourteenth Amendment might provide protection for
things wholly unknown in the 19th century; maybe one day there could be constitutional protection for, oh,
time travel. But as to anything that was known back then (such as abortion or contraception), no such luck.
5
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. of the right to contraception or same-sex marriage? Would it be “scrupulously neutral”
for the Court to eliminate those rights too? The point of . . . these examples is that when .
. . the Court decimates a right women have held for 50 years, the Court is not being
“scrupulously neutral.” It is instead taking sides: against women who wish to exercise the
right, and for States (like Mississippi) that want to bar them from doing so. . . .
Consider first, then, the line of this Court’s cases protecting “bodily integrity.” . . .
Everyone, including women, owns their own bodies. So the Court has restricted the power
of government to interfere with a person’s medical decisions or compel her to undergo
medical procedures or treatments. See, e.g., Winston v. Lee (1985) (forced surgery);
Rochin v. California (forced stomach pumping); Washington v. Harper (1990) (forced
administration of antipsychotic drugs).
Casey recognized the “doctrinal affinity” between those precedents and Roe. And
that doctrinal affinity is born of a factual likeness. There are few greater incursions on a
body than forcing a woman to complete a pregnancy and give birth. For every woman,
those experiences involve all manner of physical changes, medical treatments (including
the possibility of a cesarean section), and medical risk. Just as one example, an American
woman is 14 times more likely to die by carrying a pregnancy to term than by having an
abortion. . . . And for some women, as Roe recognized, abortions are medically necessary
to prevent harm. The majority does not say—which is itself ominous—whether a State
may prevent a woman from obtaining an abortion when she and her doctor have
determined it is a needed medical treatment.
So too, Roe and Casey fit neatly into a long line of decisions protecting from
government intrusion a wealth of private choices about family matters, child rearing,
intimate relationships, and procreation. Those cases safeguard particular choices about
whom to marry; whom to have sex with; what family members to live with; how to raise
children—and crucially, whether and when to have children. In varied cases, the Court
explained that those choices—“the most intimate and personal” a person can make—
reflect fundamental aspects of personal identity; they define the very “attributes of
personhood.” And they inevitably shape the nature and future course of a person’s life
(and often the lives of those closest to her). So, the Court held, those choices belong to the
individual, and not the government. That is the essence of what liberty requires.
And liberty may require it, this Court has repeatedly said, even when those living
in 1868 would not have recognized the claim—because they would not have seen the
person making it as a full-fledged member of the community. Throughout our history, the
sphere of protected liberty has expanded, bringing in individuals formerly excluded. In
that way, the constitutional values of liberty and equality go hand in hand; they do not
inhabit the hermetically sealed containers the majority portrays. . . .
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Casey similarly recognized the need to extend the constitutional sphere of liberty
to a previously excluded group. The Court then understood, as the majority today does
not, that the men who ratified the Fourteenth Amendment and wrote the state laws of the
time did not view women as full and equal citizens. . . . Without the ability to decide
whether and when to have children, women could not—in the way men took for granted—
determine how they would live their lives, and how they would contribute to the society
around them.
For much that reason, Casey made clear that the precedents Roe most closely
tracked were those involving contraception. Over the course of three cases, the Court had
held that a right to use and gain access to contraception was part of the Fourteenth
Amendment’s guarantee of liberty. See Griswold; Eisenstadt; Carey v. Population
Services Int’l (1977). . . . Casey saw Roe as of a piece: In “critical respects the abortion
decision is of the same character.” . . . When an unplanned pregnancy is involved—
because either contraception or abortion is outlawed— “the liberty of the woman is at
stake in a sense unique to the human condition.” . . .
Faced with all these connections between Roe/Casey and judicial decisions
recognizing other constitutional rights, the majority tells everyone not to worry. It can (so
it says) neatly extract the right to choose from the constitutional edifice without affecting
any associated rights. (Think of someone telling you that the Jenga tower simply will not
collapse.) Today’s decision, the majority first says, “does not undermine” the decisions
cited by Roe and Casey—the ones involving “marriage, procreation, contraception, [and]
family relationships”—“in any way.” Note that this first assurance does not extend to
rights recognized after Roe and Casey, and partly based on them—in particular, rights to
same-sex intimacy and marriage. On its later tries, though, the majority includes those
too: “Nothing in this opinion should be understood to cast doubt on precedents that do
not concern abortion.” That right is unique, the majority asserts, “because [abortion]
terminates life or potential life.” So the majority depicts today’s decision as “a restricted
railroad ticket, good for this day and train only.” Smith v. Allwright (1944) (Roberts, J.,
dissenting). Should the audience for these too-much-repeated protestations be duly
satisfied? We think not.
The first problem with the majority’s account comes from Justice Thomas’s
concurrenceCwhich makes clear he is not with the program. . . . [A]t least one Justice is
planning to use the ticket of today’s decision again and again and again.
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Even placing the concurrence to the side, the assurance in today’s opinion still does
not work. Or at least that is so if the majority is serious about its sole reason for
overturning Roe and Casey: the legal status of abortion in the 19th century. . . .7 . . . The
law also did not then (and would not for ages) protect a wealth of other things. It did not
protect the rights recognized in Lawrence and Obergefell to same-sex intimacy and
marriage. It did not protect the right recognized in Loving to marry across racial lines. It
did not protect the right recognized in Griswold to contraceptive use. For that matter, it
did not protect the right recognized in Skinner v. Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson (1942),
not to be sterilized without consent. So if the majority is right in its legal analysis, all those
decisions were wrong, and . . . it is impossible to understand (as a matter of logic and
principle) how the majority can say that its opinion today does not threaten—does not
even “undermine”—any number of other constitutional rights.8
Nor does it even help just to take the majority at its word. Assume the majority is
sincere in saying, for whatever reason, that it will go so far and no further. Scout’s honor.
Still, the future significance of today’s opinion will be decided in the future. And law often
has a way of evolving without regard to original intentions—a way of actually following
where logic leads, rather than tolerating hard-to-explain lines. . . . Dissenting in
Lawrence, Justice Scalia explained why he took no comfort in the Court’s statement that
a decision recognizing the right to same-sex intimacy did “not involve” same-sex
marriage. That could be true, he wrote, “only if one entertains the belief that principle and
logic have nothing to do with the decisions of this Court.” Score one for the dissent, as a
matter of prophecy. . . .
Anyway, today’s decision, taken on its own, is catastrophic enough. . . . As a matter
of constitutional substance, the majority’s opinion has all the flaws its method would
suggest. Because laws in 1868 deprived women of any control over their bodies, the
majority approves States doing so today. Because those laws prevented women from
charting the course of their own lives, the majority says States can do the same again.
[The majority does not argue that Roe and Casey] overrated a woman’s constitutional liberty
interest in choosing an abortion . . . and we can see why. Taking that route would have prevented the
majority from claiming that it means only to leave this issue to the democratic process—that it does not
have a dog in the fight. And indeed, doing so might have suggested a revolutionary proposition: that the
fetus is itself a constitutionally protected “person,” such that an abortion ban is constitutionally mandated.
7

The majority briefly (very briefly) gestures at the idea that some stare decisis factors might play
out differently with respect to these other constitutional rights. But the majority gives no hint as to why.
And the majority’s (mis)treatment of stare decisis in this case provides little reason to think that the
doctrine would stand as a barrier to the majority’s redoing any other decision it considered egregiously
wrong.
8
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Because in 1868, the government could tell a pregnant woman—even in the first days of
her pregnancy—that she could do nothing but bear a child, it can once more impose that
command. Today’s decision strips women of agency over what even the majority agrees
is a contested and contestable moral issue. It forces her to carry out the State’s will,
whatever the circumstances and whatever the harm it will wreak on her and her family.
In the Fourteenth Amendment’s terms, it takes away her liberty. Even before we get to
stare decisis, we dissent.
II
By overruling Roe, Casey, and more than 20 cases reaffirming or applying the
constitutional right to abortion, the majority abandons stare decisis, a principle central
to the rule of law. . . . Stare decisis is, of course, not an “inexorable command”; it is
sometimes appropriate to overrule an earlier decision. But the Court must have a good
reason to do so over and above the belief “that the precedent was wrongly decided.” . . .
The majority today lists some 30 of our cases as overruling precedent, and argues
that they support overruling Roe and Casey. But none does, as further described below
and in the Appendix. In some, the Court only partially modified or clarified a precedent.
And in the rest, the Court relied on one or more of the traditional stare decisis factors in
reaching its conclusion. The Court found, for example, (1) a change in legal doctrine that
undermined or made obsolete the earlier decision; (2) a factual change that had the same
effect; or (3) an absence of reliance because the earlier decision was less than a decade
old. [The Appendix, not presented here, reviews the cases and expands on this
argument.] . . . None of those factors apply here: Nothing—and in particular, no
significant legal or factual change—supports overturning a half-century of settled law
giving women control over their reproductive lives. First, for all the reasons we have given,
Roe and Casey were correct. . . .
In any event “[w]hether or not we ... agree” with a prior precedent is the beginning,
not the end, of our analysis—and the remaining “principles of stare decisis weigh heavily
against overruling” Roe and Casey. Dickerson v. United States (2000). Casey itself
applied those principles, in one of this Court’s most important precedents about
precedent. After assessing the traditional stare decisis factors, Casey reached the only
conclusion possible—that stare decisis operates powerfully here. It still does. The
standards Roe and Casey set out are perfectly workable. No changes in either law or fact
have eroded the two decisions. And tens of millions of American women have relied, and
continue to rely, on the right to choose. So under traditional stare decisis principles, the
majority has no special justification for the harm it causes.
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And indeed, the majority comes close to conceding that point. The majority barely
mentions any legal or factual changes that have occurred since Roe and Casey. It suggests
that the two decisions are hard for courts to implement, but cannot prove its case. In the
end, the majority says, all it must say to override stare decisis is one thing: that it believes
Roe and Casey “egregiously wrong.” That rule could equally spell the end of any precedent
with which a bare majority of the present Court disagrees. So how does that approach
prevent the “scale of justice” from “waver[ing] with every new judge’s opinion”? It does
not. It makes radical change too easy and too fast, based on nothing more than the new
views of new judges. The majority has overruled Roe and Casey for one and only one
reason: because it has always despised them, and now it has the votes to discard them.
The majority thereby substitutes a rule by judges for the rule of law.
A
Contrary to the majority’s view, there is nothing unworkable about Casey’s “undue
burden” standard. Its primary focus on whether a State has placed a “substantial obstacle”
on a woman seeking an abortion is “the sort of inquiry familiar to judges across a variety
of contexts.” June Medical Services L.L.C. v. Russo (2020) (Roberts, C. J., concurring in
judgment). And it has given rise to no more conflict in application than many standards
this Court and others unhesitatingly apply every day. . . .
Anyone concerned about workability should consider the majority’s substitute
standard. The majority says a law regulating or banning abortion “must be sustained if
there is a rational basis on which the legislature could have thought that it would serve
legitimate state interests.” . . . This Court will surely face critical questions about how that
test applies. Must a state law allow abortions when necessary to protect a woman’s life
and health? And if so, exactly when? How much risk to a woman’s life can a State force
her to incur, before the Fourteenth Amendment’s protection of life kicks in? Suppose a
patient with pulmonary hypertension has a 30-to-50 percent risk of dying with ongoing
pregnancy; is that enough? And short of death, how much illness or injury can the State
require her to accept, consistent with the Amendment’s protection of liberty and equality?
Further, the Court may face questions about the application of abortion regulations to
medical care most people view as quite different from abortion. What about the morningafter pill? IUDs? In vitro fertilization? And how about the use of dilation and evacuation
or medication for miscarriage management?
Finally, the majority’s ruling today invites a host of questions about interstate
conflicts. See . . . generally D. Cohen, G. Donley, & R. Rebouché, The New Abortion
Battleground, 123 Colum. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2023). Can a State bar women from
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traveling to another State to obtain an abortion? Can a State prohibit advertising out-ofstate abortions or helping women get to out-of-state providers? Can a State interfere with
the mailing of drugs used for medication abortions? The Constitution protects travel and
speech and interstate commerce, so today’s ruling will give rise to a host of new
constitutional questions. Far from removing the Court from the abortion issue, the
majority puts the Court at the center of the coming “interjurisdictional abortion wars.” . .
.
B
When overruling constitutional precedent, the Court has almost always pointed to
major legal or factual changes undermining a decision’s original basis. . . . Certainly, that
was so of the main examples the majority cites: Brown v. Board of Education and West
Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish. But it is not so today. Although nodding to some arguments
others have made about “modern developments,” the majority does not really rely on
them, no doubt seeing their slimness. The majority briefly invokes the current controversy
over abortion. But it has to acknowledge that the same dispute has existed for decades:
Conflict over abortion is not a change but a constant. . . . In the end, the majority throws
longstanding precedent to the winds without showing that anything significant has
changed to justify its radical reshaping of the law.
1
Subsequent legal developments have only reinforced Roe and Casey. The Court
has continued to embrace all the decisions Roe and Casey cited, decisions which recognize
a constitutional right for an individual to make her own choices about “intimate
relationships, the family,” and contraception. Roe and Casey have themselves formed the
legal foundation for subsequent decisions protecting these profoundly personal choices. .
. . Moreover, no subsequent factual developments have undermined Roe and Casey.
Women continue to experience unplanned pregnancies and unexpected developments in
pregnancies. Pregnancies continue to have enormous physical, social, and economic
consequences. Even an uncomplicated pregnancy imposes significant strain on the body,
unavoidably involving significant physiological change and excruciating pain. For some
women, pregnancy and childbirth can mean life-altering physical ailments or even death.
Today . . . the risks of carrying a pregnancy to term dwarf those of having an abortion.
Experts estimate that a ban on abortions increases maternal mortality by 21 percent, with
white women facing a 13 percent increase in maternal mortality while black women face
a 33 percent increase. Pregnancy and childbirth may also impose large-scale financial
costs. . . .
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The majority briefly notes the growing prevalence of safe haven laws and demand
for adoption, but, to the degree that these are changes at all, they too are irrelevant. . . .
The reality is that few women denied an abortion will choose adoption. The vast majority
will continue, just as in Roe and Casey’s time, to shoulder the costs of childrearing.
Whether or not they choose to parent, they will experience the profound loss of autonomy
and dignity that coerced pregnancy and birth always impose.
Mississippi’s own record illustrates how little facts on the ground have changed
since Roe and Casey, notwithstanding the majority’s supposed “modern developments.”
Sixty-two percent of pregnancies in Mississippi are unplanned, yet Mississippi does not
require insurance to cover contraceptives and prohibits educators from demonstrating
proper contraceptive use. The State neither bans pregnancy discrimination nor requires
provision of paid parental leave. . . . [W]e are sure some [States] have made gains since
Roe and Casey in providing support for women and children. But a state-by-state analysis
by public health professionals shows that States with the most restrictive abortion policies
also continue to invest the least in women’s and children’s health.
The only notable change we can see since Roe and Casey cuts in favor of adhering
to precedent: It is that American abortion law has become more and more aligned with
other nations. The majority, like the Mississippi Legislature, claims that the United States
is an extreme outlier when it comes to abortion regulation. The global trend, however, has
been toward increased provision of legal and safe abortion care. A number of countries,
including New Zealand, the Netherlands, and Iceland, permit abortions up to a roughly
similar time as Roe and Casey set. Canada has decriminalized abortion at any point in a
pregnancy. Most Western European countries impose restrictions on abortion after 12 to
14 weeks, but they often have liberal exceptions to those time limits, including to prevent
harm to a woman’s physical or mental health. They also typically make access to early
abortion easier, for example, by helping cover its cost. Perhaps most notable, more than
50 countries around the world—in Asia, Latin America, Africa, and EuropeChave
expanded access to abortion in the past 25 years. In light of that worldwide liberalization
of abortion laws, it is American States that will become international outliers after today.
In sum, the majority can point to neither legal nor factual developments in support
of its decision. . . .
2
In support of its holding, the majority invokes two watershed cases overruling
prior constitutional precedents: West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish and Brown v. Board of
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Education. But those decisions, unlike today’s, responded to changed law and to changed
facts and attitudes that had taken hold throughout society. As Casey recognized, the two
cases are relevant only to show—by stark contrast—how unjustified overturning the right
to choose is.
West Coast Hotel overruled Adkins v. Children’s Hospital of D. C. (1923), and a
whole line of cases beginning with Lochner v. New York (1905). Adkins had found a state
minimum-wage law unconstitutional because, in the Court’s view, the law interfered with
a constitutional right to contract. But then the Great Depression hit, bringing with it
unparalleled economic despair. The experience undermined—in fact, it disproved—
Adkins’s assumption that a wholly unregulated market could meet basic human needs. . .
. And since Adkins was decided, the law had also changed. In several decisions, the Court
had started to recognize the power of States to implement economic policies designed to
enhance their citizens’ economic well-being. See, e.g., Nebbia v. New York (1934);
Gorman & Young, Inc. v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. (1931). The statements in those decisions,
West Coast Hotel explained, were “impossible to reconcile” with Adkins. There was no
escaping the need for Adkins to go.
Brown v. Board of Education overruled Plessy v. Ferguson (1896), along with its
doctrine of “separate but equal.” By 1954, decades of Jim Crow had made clear what
Plessy’s turn of phrase actually meant: “inherent[ ] [in]equal[ity].” Brown. . . . By that
point, too, the law had begun to reflect that understanding. In a series of decisions, the
Court had held unconstitutional public graduate schools’ exclusion of black students. See,
e.g., Sweatt v. Painter (1950); Sipuel v. Board of Regents of Univ. of Okla. (1948) (per
curiam); Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938). . . . Changed facts and changed law
required Plessy’s end.
The majority says that in recognizing those changes, we are implicitly supporting
the half-century interlude between Plessy and Brown. That is not so. . . . [W]e are not
saying that a decision can never be overruled just because it is terribly wrong. Take West
Virginia Bd. of Ed. v. Barnette, which the majority also relies on. That overruling took
place just three years after the initial decision, before any notable reliance interests had
developed. It happened as well because individual Justices changed their minds, not
because a new majority wanted to undo the decisions of their predecessors. Both Barnette
and Brown, moreover, share another feature setting them apart from the Court’s ruling
today. They protected individual rights with a strong basis in the Constitution’s most
fundamental commitments; they did not, as the majority does here, take away a right that
individuals have held, and relied on, for 50 years. To take that action based on a new and
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bare majority’s declaration that two Courts got the result egregiously wrong? And to
justify that action by reference to Barnette? Or to Brown—a case in which the Chief
Justice also wrote an (11-page) opinion in which the entire Court could speak with one
voice? These questions answer themselves.
Casey itself addressed both West Coast Hotel and Brown, and found that neither
supported Roe’s overruling. . . . Roe and Casey continue to reflect, not diverge from, broad
trends in American society. It is, of course, true that many Americans, including many
women, opposed those decisions when issued and do so now as well. Yet the fact remains:
Roe and Casey were the product of a profound and ongoing change in women’s roles in
the latter part of the 20th century. Only a dozen years before Roe, the Court described
women as “the center of home and family life,” with “special responsibilities” that
precluded their full legal status under the Constitution. Hoyt v. Florida (1961). By 1973,
when the Court decided Roe, fundamental social change was underway regarding the
place of women—and the law had begun to follow. See Reed v. Reed (1971) (recognizing
that the Equal Protection Clause prohibits sex-based discrimination). By 1992, when the
Court decided Casey, the traditional view of a woman’s role as only a wife and mother was
“no longer consistent with our understanding of the family, the individual, or the
Constitution.” Under that charter, Casey understood, women must take their place as full
and equal citizens. And for that to happen, women must have control over their
reproductive decisions. Nothing since Casey—no changed law, no changed factChas
undermined that promise.
C
The reasons for retaining Roe and Casey gain further strength from the
overwhelming reliance interests those decisions have created. . . . By characterizing
Casey’s reliance arguments as “generalized assertions about the national psyche,” [the
majority] it reveals how little it knows or cares about women’s lives or about the suffering
its decision will cause.
In Casey, the Court observed that for two decades individuals “have organized
intimate relationships and made” significant life choices “in reliance on the availability of
abortion in the event that contraception should fail.” Over another 30 years, that reliance
has solidified. . . . Indeed, all women now of childbearing age have grown up expecting
that they would be able to avail themselves of Roe’s and Casey’s protections.
The disruption of overturning Roe and Casey will therefore be profound. Abortion
is a common medical procedure and a familiar experience in women’s lives. About 18
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percent of pregnancies in this country end in abortion, and about one quarter of American
women will have an abortion before the age of 45. Those numbers reflect the predictable
and life-changing effects of carrying a pregnancy, giving birth, and becoming a parent. As
Casey understood, people today rely on their ability to control and time pregnancies when
making countless life decisions: where to live, whether and how to invest in education or
careers, how to allocate financial resources, and how to approach intimate and family
relationships. Women may count on abortion access for when contraception fails. They
may count on abortion access for when contraception cannot be used, for example, if they
were raped. They may count on abortion for when something changes in the midst of a
pregnancy, whether it involves family or financial circumstances, unanticipated medical
complications, or heartbreaking fetal diagnoses. Taking away the right to abortion, as the
majority does today, destroys all those individual plans and expectations. In so doing, it
diminishes women’s opportunities to participate fully and equally in the Nation’s
political, social, and economic life. See Brief for Economists as Amici Curiae (showing
that abortion availability has “large effects on women’s education, labor force
participation, occupations, and earnings”).
The majority’s response to these obvious points exists far from the reality
American women actually live. The majority proclaims that “‘reproductive planning could
take virtually immediate account of any sudden restoration of state authority to ban
abortions.’” The facts are: 45 percent of pregnancies in the United States are unplanned.
Even the most effective contraceptives fail, and effective contraceptives are not
universally accessible. Not all sexual activity is consensual and not all contraceptive
choices are made by the party who risks pregnancy. The Mississippi law at issue here, for
example, has no exception for rape or incest, even for underage women. . . . [W]omen
have expected that they will get to decide, perhaps in consultation with their families or
doctors but free from state interference, whether to continue a pregnancy. For those who
will now have to undergo that pregnancy, the loss of Roe and Casey could be disastrous.
That is especially so for women without money. . . . In States that bar abortion,
women of means will still be able to travel to obtain the services they need. It is women
who cannot afford to do so who will suffer most. These are the women most likely to seek
abortion care in the first place. Women living below the federal poverty line experience
unintended pregnancies at rates five times higher than higher income women do, and
nearly half of women who seek abortion care live in households below the poverty line.
Even with Roe’s protection, these women face immense obstacles to raising the money
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needed to obtain abortion care early in their pregnancy.26 After today, in States where
legal abortions are not available, they will lose any ability to obtain safe, legal abortion
care. They will not have the money to make the trip necessary; or to obtain childcare for
that time; or to take time off work. Many will endure the costs and risks of pregnancy and
giving birth against their wishes. Others will turn in desperation to illegal and unsafe
abortions. They may lose not just their freedom, but their lives.
Finally, the expectation of reproductive control is integral to many women’s
identity and their place in the Nation. That expectation helps define a woman as an “equal
citizen[ ],” with all the rights, privileges, and obligations that status entails. Gonzales
(Ginsburg, J., dissenting). It reflects that she is an autonomous person, and that society
and the law recognize her as such. . . . Beyond any individual choice about residence, or
education, or career, her whole life reflects the control and authority that the right grants.
. . . Women have relied on Roe and Casey in this way for 50 years. Many have never
known anything else. When Roe and Casey disappear, the loss of power, control, and
dignity will be immense.
The Court’s failure to perceive the whole swath of expectations Roe and Casey
created reflects an impoverished view of reliance. According to the majority, a reliance
interest must be “very concrete,” like those involving “property” or “contract.” While
many of this Court’s cases addressing reliance have been in the “commercial context,”
none holds that interests must be analogous to commercial ones to warrant stare decisis
protection. This unprecedented assertion is, at bottom, a radical claim to power. By
disclaiming any need to consider broad swaths of individuals’ interests, the Court
arrogates to itself the authority to overrule established legal principles without even
acknowledging the costs of its decisions for the individuals who live under the law, costs
that this Court’s stare decisis doctrine instructs us to privilege when deciding whether to
change course.
The majority claims that the reliance interests women have in Roe and Casey are
too “intangible” for the Court to consider, even if it were inclined to do so. This is to ignore
as judges what we know as men and women. The interests women have in Roe and Casey
are perfectly, viscerally concrete. Countless women will now make different decisions
The average cost of a first-trimester abortion is about $500. Federal insurance generally does not
cover the cost of abortion, and 35 percent of American adults do not have cash on hand to cover an
unexpected expense that high.
26
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about careers, education, relationships, and whether to try to become pregnant than they
would have when Roe served as a backstop. Other women will carry pregnancies to term,
with all the costs and risk of harm that involves, when they would previously have chosen
to obtain an abortion. For millions of women, Roe and Casey have been critical in giving
them control of their bodies and their lives. Closing our eyes to the suffering today’s
decision will impose will not make that suffering disappear. . . .
More broadly, the majority’s approach to reliance cannot be reconciled with our
Nation’s understanding of constitutional rights. The majority’s insistence on a “concrete,”
economic showing would preclude a finding of reliance on a wide variety of decisions
recognizing constitutional rights—such as the right to express opinions, or choose whom
to marry, or decide how to educate children. The Court, on the majority’s logic, could
transfer those choices to the State without having to consider a person’s settled
understanding that the law makes them hers. That must be wrong. . . .
. . . Rescinding an individual right in its entirety and conferring it on the State, an
action the Court takes today for the first time in history, affects all who have relied on our
constitutional system of government and its structure of individual liberties protected
from state oversight. . . .
After today, young women will come of age with fewer rights than their mothers
and grandmothers had. . . . The majority’s refusal even to consider the life-altering
consequences of reversing Roe and Casey is a stunning indictment of its decision.
D
The Court knew in 1992, as it did in 1973, that abortion was a “divisive issue.” But
Casey’s reason for acknowledging public conflict was the exact opposite of what the
majority insinuates. Casey addressed the national controversy in order to emphasize how
important it was, in that case of all cases, for the Court to stick to the law. Would that
today’s majority had done likewise.
. . . Here, more than anywhere, the Court needs to apply the law—particularly the
law of stare decisis. Here, we know that citizens will continue to contest the Court’s
decision, because “[m]en and women of good conscience” deeply disagree about abortion.
Casey. When that contestation takes place—but when there is no legal basis for reversing
course—the Court needs to be steadfast, to stand its ground. That is what the rule of law
requires. And that is what respect for this Court depends on. . . .
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Justice Jackson once called a decision he dissented from a “loaded weapon,” ready
to hand for improper uses. Korematsu v. United States (1944). We fear that today’s
decision, departing from stare decisis for no legitimate reason, is its own loaded weapon.
Weakening stare decisis threatens to upend bedrock legal doctrines, far beyond any single
decision. Weakening stare decisis creates profound legal instability. And as Casey
recognized, weakening stare decisis in a hotly contested case like this one calls into
question this Court’s commitment to legal principle. It makes the Court appear not
restrained but aggressive, not modest but grasping. In all those ways, today’s decision
takes aim, we fear, at the rule of law.
III
. . . Since the [abortion] right’s recognition (and affirmation), nothing has changed
to support what the majority does today. Neither law nor facts nor attitudes have provided
any new reasons to reach a different result than Roe and Casey did. All that has changed
is this Court.
In its petition for certiorari, the State . . . urged the Court merely to roll back Roe
and Casey, specifically assuring the Court that “the questions presented in this petition
do not require the Court to overturn” those precedents. But as Mississippi grew ever more
confident in its prospects, it resolved to go all in. It urged the Court to overrule Roe and
Casey. Nothing but everything would be enough.
. . . For overruling Roe, Casey concluded, the Court would pay a “terrible price.”
The Justices who wrote those words—O’Connor, Kennedy, and Souter—they were judges
of wisdom. . . . They knew that “the legitimacy of the Court [is] earned over time.” They
also would have recognized that it can be destroyed much more quickly. They worked
hard to avert that outcome in Casey. The American public, they thought, should never
conclude that its constitutional protections hung by a thread—that a new majority,
adhering to a new “doctrinal school,” could “by dint of numbers” alone expunge their
rights. It is hard—no, it is impossible—to conclude that anything else has happened here.
One of us once said that “[i]t is not often in the law that so few have so quickly changed
so much.” S. Breyer, Breaking the Promise of Brown: The Resegregation of America’s
Schools (2022). For all of us, in our time on this Court, that has never been more true
than today. In overruling Roe and Casey, this Court betrays its guiding principles.
With sorrow—for this Court, but more, for the many millions of American women
who have today lost a fundamental constitutional protection—we dissent.

